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The effects of emerging wildlife diseases are global and profound, often resulting in
loss of human life, economic and agricultural impacts, declines in wildlife populations, and
ecological disturbance. The spread of wildlife diseases can be viewed as the result of two
simultaneous processes: the spread of disease through a host population and the spatial
spread of the host population. Mathematical models parameterized with data are valu-
able tools for forecasting disease spread. However, for many diseases parameterization is
hampered by a separation of scales between spatial and contact processes: animal move-
ment is on a short timescale while disease progression is much slower. This difficulty is
exacerbated by available data. There is a wealth of available high-density, high-resolution
telemetry data for many species, but wildlife disease data tend to be fairly coarse (e.g.
presence-absence data across wildlife management units). To produce meaningful predic-
tions a model must include appropriate mechanisms for both disease spread and animal
movement and be parameterized with available data. Due to the separation in timescales
in the data, parameterization must be done separately for movement and transmission
components.
iv
For animal movement I derive a parameterization method for a mechanistic, population-
scale wildlife movement model with individual telemetry data. Telemetry data offers a
wealth of information at the scale of individual movement but to be useful in modeling
disease spread, this data must be translated to the scale of population dynamics. Partial
differential equations can describe probabilistic consequences of animal movement, linking
the scale of individual movement with population scale consequences. The ecological teleg-
rapher’s equation mechanistically incorporates habitat variability (and associated individual
habitat preference) and correlated movement, key mechanisms for density dependent disease
transmission. I develop a maximum likelihood estimation procedure consistent with these
mechanisms by numerically solving the ecological telegrapher’s equation via Fast Fourier
Transform. Computational feasibility is an underlying focus, with homogenization playing
a key role in reducing complexity. I further reduce the computational complexity by de-
riving an asymptotically approximate solution to the ecological telegrapher’s equation and
associated estimation procedure. Both methods are applied to simulated data to demon-
strate their accuracy and efficiency and then to telemetry data from mule deer (Odocoileus
hemionus) in the La Sal mountains of southeastern Utah.
For disease spread I present model competition as a method for selecting and pa-
rameterizing appropriate mechanisms with prevalence data. A traditional disease model
is a susceptible-infected model with spatial compartments, within which populations are
assumed to be well mixed. Although this well-mixed assumption can be met given the
freedom to select a spatial scaling, the scale of aggregation is determined by landscape
variation and the well-mixed assumption may not hold. More complex density-dependent
mechanisms can account for these transmission dynamics. Model competition, applied to a
suite of models, determines which mechanisms are relevant to a particular disease system
by parameterizing each model and balancing best fit to available data with model complex-
ity. I apply this method to time-series data from the sample disease system of Humans vs.
Zombies, a role-playing variant of tag popular on college campuses. An SIR-type model
is ruled out in favor of mechanisms that account for spatial heterogeneities and dynamic
v
interaction time in the transmission process.
In tandem, these two methods offer a means to determine and parameterize the move-
ment and transmission mechanisms that play a role in wildlife disease spread, taking into
account the types of available data and inherent separation of scales between the two pro-
cesses. Separating the movement and transmission parameterization provides a framework
for modeling wildlife diseases in emergent regions lacking disease data. The transmission
mechanisms can be parameterized with dynamics from regions where the disease is endemic
while the movement mechanisms are parameterized with local telemetry data, customizing




Methods in Modeling Wildlife Disease from Model Selection to Parameterization with
Multi-Scale Data
Ian McGahan
The effects of emerging wildlife diseases are global and profound, resulting in loss of hu-
man life, economic and agricultural impacts, declines in wildlife populations, and ecological
disturbance. The spread of wildlife diseases can be viewed as the result of two simultaneous
processes: spatial spread of wildlife populations and disease spread through a population.
For many diseases these processes happen at different timescales, which is reflected in avail-
able data. These data come in two flavors: high-frequency, high-resolution telemetry data
(e.g. GPS collar) and low-frequency, low-resolution presence-absence disease data. The
multi-scale nature of these data makes analysis of such systems challenging. Mathematical
models serve as valuable tools for forecasting disease spread. To produce meaningful pre-
dictions a model must include appropriate mechanisms for both transmission and animal
movement and be parameterized with data. Herein, a framework is developed for modeling
wildlife disease spread. Model competition is used to select and parameterize appropriate
transmission mechanisms given time-series prevalence data. For animal movement a param-
eterization method for a mechanistic, population-scale wildlife movement model is derived
for use with individual telemetry data. Throughout, special attention is payed to compu-
tational complexity. Homogenization and other asymptotic methods are used to maintain
feasibility of parameterization. In tandem, these two methods determine and parameterize
the movement and transmission mechanisms that play a role in wildlife disease spread, tak-
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2.1 Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds
(in meters per hour) converted from the estimates of Garlick et al. compared
with median speeds estimated by our FFT procedure. Median values were
calculated after omitting outliers in the distribution. All of the median val-
ues were in the ball park of the true speed for each habitat type. However,
the moderate speed type had many more data points in the range of con-
sidered values than the other three types, as can be seen in the histograms
(Figure 2.10), indicating that the procedure was more successful with this
type. Moderate speed was, by far, the most prevalent both in proportion of
the landscape and proportion of observations in that type, making up 87.5%
of the landscape and containing 79.7% of observations. . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
2.2 Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds
(in meters per hour) converted from the estimates of Garlick et al. compared
with speeds estimated by our FFT procedure. The difference between the
Garlick et al. estimates here and those in Table 2.1 are due to the estimated
λ, which plays a role in the conversion from motility to speed. For the
simulation on the La Sal mountain landscape we used λ = 10 but for the
mule deer data we set λ = 15 as a compromise between the large estimate of
the procedure and lower values that produced more credible estimates. . . . 41
3.1 Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed
in Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure
from Chapter 2, the long interval estimation procedure, and the short inter-
val estimation procedure. Both the mean and standard deviation calculations
for the long interval procedure omit when the procedure converged to values
less than 20 meters per hour, which decreased in frequency as the length of
trajectories increased. To be consistent we did the same for the short interval
procedure, but this is harder to justify as there is not a clear bimodal distri-
bution. Both the FFT and long interval procedures show strong convergence
to the true speed, which was 80 meters per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
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3.2 Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed
in Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure,
the long interval estimation procedure, and the short interval estimation
procedure. Both the mean and standard deviation calculations for the long
interval procedure omit when the procedure converged to values less than
20 meters per hour. This was not common and decreased as the length of
trajectories increased. All three procedures consistently underestimated the
speed in Habitat 1, which was 80 meters per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69
3.3 Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed
in Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure,
the long interval estimation procedure, and the short interval estimation
procedure. Both the mean and standard deviation calculations for the FFT
and short interval procedures omit when they converged to values less than
20 meters per hour. The FFT procedure consistently underestimates the
true speed for Habitat 1, which was 80 meters per hour, as it did for λ = 1.
The short interval estimation procedure overestimates the speed. The long
interval estimation procedure, which is not appropriate for this sampling
interval at this level of correlation, fails as expected. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71
3.4 A comparison of run times to convergence for the FFT procedure, the long
sampling interval procedure (APX long), and the short sampling interval
procedure (APX short) for a trajectory of length 5000 sampled at one hour
intervals. All three procedures were used to estimate speeds for both cover
types from the random landscape (Figure 3.4 (a)) for three levels of corre-
lation, (λ = 10, λ = 1, and λ = 0.1). For both λ = 10 and λ = 1 the
long sampling interval procedure converged much faster than both the short
sampling interval procedure and the FFT procedure. The long sampling
interval procedure took longer than the other two when λ = 0.1, which is
expected since the approximation is not appropriate when the sampling inter-
val is shorter than then mean correlation time. The short sampling interval
procedure consistently took longer to converge than the FFT procedure. . . 72
3.5 A comparison of run times to produce the likelihood function for the FFT
procedure, the long sampling interval procedure (APX long), and the short
sampling interval procedure (APX short) for a trajectory of length 5000 sam-
pled at one hour intervals for three levels of correlation, (λ = 10, λ = 1, and
λ = 0.1). The simplicity of the approximations are clear here, with the time
to generate the likelihood function being half (the short sampling interval
procedure) and a quarter (the long sampling interval procedure) that of the
FFT procedure at all levels of correlation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
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3.6 Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 3.4 (b)) for each habitat type, pro-
portion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds (in
meters per hour) converted from the Garlick et al. estimates and compared
with median speeds estimated by our FFT procedure, long sampling interval
procedure (Long), and short sampling interval procedure (Short). Median
values were calculated after omitting outliers in the distribution. The me-
dian values for all both the long and short sampling interval procedures were
in the ball park of the true speeds and FFT estimates for each habitat type.
However, the moderate speed type had many more data points in the range
of considered values than the other three types, as can be seen in the his-
tograms (Figure 3.9), indicating that the procedure was more successful with
this type. Moderate speed was, by far, the most prevalent, making up 87.5%
of the landscape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74
3.7 Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 3.4 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and a comparison of
estimated speeds (in meters per hour) for each of the FFT procedure, long
sampling interval procedure, and short sampling interval procedure. For
the FFT estimates (from Chapter 2) λ = 15 was chosen heuristically as
a compromise between the large estimate of the procedure and lower values
that produced more credible estimates. For both the long and short sampling
interval procedures we set λ = 15 as well. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78
4.1 BIC values for fittings of all combinations of mechanisms. The bold value in
the upper left, BIC of −163, is the BIC for Kermack and McKendrick’s SIR
model. This is the second highest BIC of all the models tried, evidence that
the SIR model does a poor job of explaining the data. The four boxed values
(in the rightmost column) are the four lowest BIC values, corresponding to
the best models by BIC competition. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
4.2 BIC and fitted parameter values for the SIR model, the model with un-
even attack distribution (SC), the model with group hunting (GH), model
with group hunting and handling time (GHHT), and the model with group
hunting, handling time, and variable susceptibility (GHHTVS). In both of
the models with a handling time mechanism, GHHT and GHHTVS, th < 3
seconds. The square of the coefficient of variation, V , in GHHTVS fits to
1.48 × 10−5. This is small enough to be negligible. Given the nearly iden-
tical parameter values for common parameters between GH, GHHT, and
GHHTVS it seems likely that the difference in BIC is primarily due to the
extra parameters in models GHHT and GHHTVS which do not contribute
to the overall dynamics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97
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4.3 BIC and refitted quitting parameter for the four best models from 2011. Only
the quitting parameter q was fit to fall 2012 data for the four best models.
All unfit parameters were fixed as the best fit parameters from the fall 2011
data. For all but model GH the quitting parameter was fit to a lower value in
2012 than in 2011. BIC indicates that model with susceptible clustering (SC)
does the best at predicting 2012 data. The group hunting and handling time
model (GHHT) and group hunting, handling time, and variable susceptibility
model (GHHTVS) are second and third best with the group hunting model
(GH) rounding out our strongest four. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
B.1 Motility coefficients for female mule deer for each of the observed land cover
types in the La Sal study area (LANDFIRE 2008). Motility estimates in
the second column, given in hectares per hour, were provided by Garlick et
al. All 38 cover types were aggregated into 4 classifications, low motility
(1), moderately low motility (2), moderate motility (3), and high motility
(4), based on if the estimated motility was less than 1, between 1 and 1.5,
between 1.5 and 2, or greater than 2 (hectares per hour). This aggregation
was used to reduce computation time for our MLE procedure as it proved
not to be feasible to estimate speeds for all 38 cover types with the resources




2.1 For 1000 triplets of sequential GPS collar locations of a mule deer in the La
Sal mountains of southeastern Utah, we plot the third location in relation to
the second location (at the origin) where the x-axis represents the direction
between the first and second locations. There is a higher density of locations
along the x-axis. Locations are aggregated at a 30m x 30m cell resolution,
matching the resolution of landscape classification. Brighter indicates higher
density. If there were no correlation the distribution would be most dense at
the center and radially symmetric. While the highest density is centered at
the origin, there is a smear of high density along the positive x-axis, indicating
autocorrelation in deer movement and supporting the need for the ETE. . . 16
2.2 The pair of initial conditions used to solve the ETE are a moving Gaussian
centered at si, the current location, and the time derivative of a Gaussian
centered at si and moving in the direction of the positive x1-axis at speed v,
the average speed the individual traveled between si−1 and si. For simplicity,
we rotate space so that the x1-axis is in the direction between locations si−1
and si, which amounts to a rotation of space by θ from the natural north-
south-east-west coordinate system. The solution with these initial conditions
is a PDF giving the probability for future locations, to be used in an MLE
procedure that maximizes the likelihood that the next location is the observed
next location si+1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
2.3 (a) A simulated habitat populated with two land cover types using a uniform
random distribution and uniform frequency for the two cover types. The
movement speeds for the two habitat types are 80 and 100 meters per hour.
(b) A simulated habitat with 4 cover types, aggregated from the original 38
(LANDFIRE 2008) classifications in the La Sal mountains of southeastern
Utah. For simulated data each habitat type was given a speed converted
from the corresponding motility estimated by Garlick et al. The speeds are
442, 532, 629, and 789 meters per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
2.4 Samples of three different simulated trajectories with 1500 sample locations
and landscape information omitted. Each trajectory has a different degree of
correlation, with a lower λ representing higher correlation. Qualitatively, this
can be seen in the longer stretches of movement in the same direction as well
as the greater total distance traveled in the left plot (λ = .1) in comparison
with the frequent changes of direction and shorter total distance traveled in
the right plot (λ = 10). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
xv
2.5 For λ = 10, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1
with trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. The means of
the distributions are 75.78, 80.50, 80.33, and 80.92 in meters per hour. The
true speed for Habitat 1 was 80 meters per hour. The standard deviations
were 12.80, 3.60, 2.74, and 1.21 respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
2.6 For λ = 1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1
with trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. The means of
the distributions are 74.89, 76.80, 75.73, and 76.09 in meters per hour. The
true speed for Habitat 1 was 80 meters per hour. The standard deviations
were 7.76, 3.73, 2.72, and 1.08 respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
2.7 For λ = 0.1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1
with trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. Each distribu-
tion is bimodal, with a cluster near the true speed for Habitat 1 at 80 meters
per hour and a second cluster under 20 meters per hour. If we discount the
slow clusters as spurious the means for the distributions are 78.48, 77.03,
80.69, and 74.86 meters per hour. The standard deviations were 12.16, 8.87,
6.86, and 6.42 respectively. Without discounting the slow clusters the means
are lower and the standard deviations more erratic. The MLE procedure
does not work well in this high correlation parameter regime. . . . . . . . . 32
2.8 Plotted are the standard deviations for the distributions of estimates for
Habitat 1 against the length of trajectories on a log-log scale. A linear line of
best fit is also plotted for both λ = 10 and λ = 1. Convergence should occur
at a rate proportional to the length of the trajectory, n, and thus we expect
the standard deviation to follow
√
n. This translates to expecting a slope for
both lines to be −0.5. The slopes of these two lines were m10 = −0.59 and
m1 = −0.50 respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33
2.9 Distributions for estimates of the speeds in each of the four aggregated habi-
tat types before culling outliers. The measures of central tendencies of these
distributions are clouded by their overdispersion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
2.10 Distributions for estimates of the speeds in each of the four aggregated habi-
tat types, after controlling for outliers and instances where the procedure
converged to the near zero spurious minimum. The distributions for the
moderate (c) and high (d) speeds show much stronger peaks, which are near
to the true speeds for those types, than the low (a) and moderately low (b)
distributions. Additionally, there are fewer data points for both the low and
moderately low speed types after controlling for outliers than there are for
the moderate and high speed types. The medians of all four types are 451,
618, 651, and 736 meters per hour compared to the true speeds of 442, 532,
629, and 789 meters per hour. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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2.11 Sample trajectory of a deer from the La Sal mountains with roughly 2500 GPS
locations connected with lines plotted on the aggregated habitat type map.
Although all four habitat types are encountered by this deer, the frequencies
of encounter are quite different. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
3.1 For 1000 triplets of sequential GPS collar locations of a mule deer in the La
Sal mountains of southeastern Utah, we plot the third location in relation to
the second location (at the origin) where the x-axis represents the direction
between the first and second locations. There is a higher density of loca-
tions along the positive x-axis. Locations are aggregated at a 30m x 30m cell
resolution, matching the resolution of landscape classification. Brighter in-
dicates higher density. If there were no correlation the distribution would be
most dense at the center and radially symmetric. While the highest density
is centered at the origin, there is a smear of high density along the x-axis,
indicating autocorrelation in deer movement and supporting the need for the
ETE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
3.2 The pair of initial conditions used to solve the ETE are a Gaussian centered
at si, the current location, and the time derivative of a Gaussian centered at
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The effects of emerging wildlife diseases are global and profound, often resulting in the
loss of human lives, economic and agricultural impacts, declines in wildlife populations, and
ecological disturbance. The spread of wildlife diseases can be viewed as the result of two
simultaneous processes: the spatial spread of wildlife populations and the spread of disease
through a population. When mathematical models are appropriately parameterized with
observed data they serve as valuable tools for forecasting disease spread and impact as well as
analyzing the efficacy of control measures. However, for many diseases this parameterization
is made difficult by a separation of scales between spatial and contact processes. Animal
movement is on a very short timescale while disease progression is much slower. This
difficulty is exacerbated by available data. There is a wealth of available telemetry (GPS
collar) data for many species, with comparatively high-density, high-resolution data. In
contrast, wildlife disease data tend to be fairly coarse (e.g. seasonal presence-absence data
across wildlife management units).
One example of such a disease which, while not the focus, is a motivation for this work,
is chronic wasting disease (CWD). CWD is a transmissible spongiform encephalopathy of
cervids, particularly mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) and white-tailed deer (O. virginianus)
(Garlick et al. 2014). It is slow-developing and always fatal. Infected animals may live one
to two years before showing any visible symptoms (Williams 2005). CWD is transmitted
via prions that can be passed directly from infected deer to healthy deer or shed into the
environment and taken up by healthy deer later. Evidence indicates these prions can remain
in the environment long after shedding occurs (Johnson et al. 2006). The long timescale
for disease progression is drastically different from the rapid timescale of animal movement.
This is reflected in available data for the system. Deer movement is readily tracked via
GPS collars that provide a time series of known locations at a resolution of three hour
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(or shorter) intervals. In contrast, the slow development and long asymptomatic period of
CWD means available data is, usually, a set of locations where deer were sampled annually
and tested positive. Additionally, in most regions where CWD is present it is also rare and
presence-absence data are very sparse.
The challenge of modeling a system like CWD is two-fold. First, to produce meaningful
predictions a model must include appropriate mechanisms for both disease spread and
animal movement. Second, these mechanisms must be parameterized with available data
which, due to the separation in scales, is not easily done. Finally, as wildlife diseases spread
over large regions with small scale variability, all computation, simulation, and analysis
must be handled in a computationally feasible manner.
A variety of modeling frameworks, including integrodifference models (IDE), individual
based models (IBM), ordinary (ODE) and partial (PDE) differential equation models have
been employed to model disease spread. Selecting the appropriate framework depends on
factors such as whether or not processes occur concurrently, spatial structure of population
and environment, and how well the stochastic dynamics align with mean-field approxima-
tions. IDEs capture disease dynamics over large time-scales (matching the scale of disease
data) by separating the movement and transmission processes (van Kirk and Lewis 1997).









k(x− y)GIDE (St(y), It(y)) dy,
(1.1)
where St(x) and It(x) are the populations of susceptible and infected individuals at lo-
cation x and time t. Space is continuous and time is discretized by ∆t intervals. Here,
FIDE(St(x), It(x)) and GIDE(St(x), It(x)) capture yearly vital dynamics (disease transmis-
sion, population growth and death, etc.). The redistribution kernel, k(x − y), describes
population dispersal. The integral tallies dispersal from all locations (y) to target locations
(x). IDEs have been used to model the spatial dynamics of populations with discrete re-
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productive stages (Kot and Schaffer 1986), the impact of Allee effects on invasions (Wang
et al. 2002), accelerating invasions (Liu and Kot 2019), estimation of epidemic spread rates
(Medlock and Kot 2003), and modeling the impact of non-local contact processes on disease
spread (Mollison 1972). In IDE models the vital dynamics, captured by FIDE and GIDE, oc-
cur before, and separate from, the dispersal dynamics, which does not match the dynamics
of slow-developing diseases like CWD.
IBMs (also agent based models or ABMs) match the scale of individual movement.
These models simulate individual states and locations in a rules-based system and, as such,
are usually based on written code and simulation (Grimm et al. 2010; Keeling and Rohani
2010) with no explicit expression. IBMs have been used to model pathogen transfer through
environment-host contact (Chen et al. 2018), study optimal control measures (Federico et al.
2013), model Johne’s disease dynamics (Robins et al. 2015), and study CWD dynamics and
control (Gross and Miller 2001). The lack of explicit structure makes traditional methods
of model analysis difficult or impossible. Additionally, to match the scale of disease systems
like CWD the region of simulation can be as large as multiple states with very fine resolution
and tens of thousands of individuals. Thus, IBMs cannot be reasonably translated to the
population scale of interest to managers in a computationally reasonable manner.
Another traditional approach to disease modeling is the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered
(SIR) framework formalized by Kermack and McKendrick (1927). An SIR model is a
system of ODEs with compartments for populations of susceptible, infected and recovered
individuals. For diseases without recovery (i.e. a non-infectious stage immune to infection),
the R class is removed and the model is referred to as an SI model. The SIR framework has
been expanded to incorporate spatial dynamics by adding spatial compartments, or patches.
Within each patch vital dynamics for susceptible and infected individuals occur. Additional
transition mechanisms are needed to define how individuals move between patches. Such a
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patch-based SI model is written
St = MSS + FODE(t, S, I)
It = MII +GODE(t, S, I),
(1.2)
where S and I are population vectors representing populations of susceptible and infected
individuals at time t in each patch. The subscript of t denotes a time derivative. The
functions FODE andGODE are vectors of functions that capture instantaneous vital dynamics
(births and deaths, disease transmission, recovery rates, etc.) for populations in each patch.
Transition matrices MS and MI govern how individuals move between patches. Such
compartmental ODE models have been used to model diseases like cholera (Tien and Earn
2010; Tuite et al. 2011), Ebola (Diaz et al. 2017), Gambiense sleeping sickness (Rock et
al. 2018), H1N1 (Laguzet and Turinici 2015), SARS (Meyers et al. 2005), dengue fever
(Stolerman et al. 2015), and sexually transmitted diseases (Eames and Keeling 2002). Most
commonly, the transmission mechanisms modeled in SIR models are mass-action, following
Kermack-McKendrick (1927). Mass-action transmission mechanisms assume populations
are well-mixed. Given the freedom to select a spatial scaling this well-mixed assumption
can be met by selecting an appropriately sized region. Since the scale of aggregation for
wildlife is determined by landscape variation there is little freedom to select a spatial scale
for aggregation and, thus, the well-mixed assumption may not be met. This can be resolved
through the use of more complex density-dependent mechanisms that can approximate this
spatial variability at the coarse scale. Additionally, this patch framework assumes rapid
movement between patches, i.e., disease transmission does not occur between patches. This
is not accurate for wildlife vertebrates that exhibit foraging behavior over large regions
where patches are poorly defined. Further, for a disease like CWD with prion shed into the
environment, disease transmission occurs between areas where animals spend time as well.
A long history of mathematical research describes probabilistic consequences of ani-
mal movement using PDEs. The inclusion of dispersal PDEs in SIR-type compartmental
models link movement with disease dynamics at the population scale. Historically, Fickian
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diffusion has been preferred for modeling animal dispersal and disease spread. Fick’s law,
from which Fickian diffusion is derived, states that flux goes from regions of high concen-
tration to regions of low concentration with a magnitude proportional to the concentration
gradient (Turchin 1998). Such models have been used to model the spatial spread of wildlife
diseases like rabies in foxes (Kallen et al. 1985), foot and mouth disease in feral pigs (Pech
and McIlroy 1990), conjunctivitis in house finches (Hosseini et al. 2006), and white-nose
syndrome (WNS) in bats (O’Regan et al. 2015). In general, such a model is written
St = ∇ ·D(x)∇ [S] + FPDE(x, t, S, I)
It = ∇ ·D(x)∇ [I] +GPDE(x, t, S, I),
(1.3)
where S and I are susceptible and infected populations, ∇ is the gradient operator (gen-
eralizing the first derivative in space 〈 ∂∂x1 ,
∂
∂x2
〉), and D(x) is the rate of diffusion. The
functions FPDE and GPDE capture the instantaneous vital dynamics for the population at
all locations. The assumption that animal movement flows down gradients of density does
not allow for aggregation in preferred habitats. However, disease transmission is density
dependent and the individual behaviors that give rise to spatial aggregation, such as habitat
preference, therefore have a profound impact on disease spread.
When individuals follow a random walk and are sensitive to local habitat conditions
instead of population gradients, population density obeys the ecological diffusion equation
(EDE), which allows for aggregation in preferred habitats (Okubo and Levin 2001; Turchin
1998). The EDE has been used to analyze movement trajectories of mule deer (Garlick et al.
2011), landscape resistance to mountain pine beetle dispersal (Hooten et al. 2013; Powell
and Bentz 2014), recolonization of sea otters in Glacier Bay (Williams et al. 2017), and has
been included in an SI framework to study the spread of chronic wasting disease in mule
deer in Utah (Garlick et al. 2011; Garlick et al. 2014) and white-tailed deer in Wisconsin
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(Hefley et al. 2017). The general form of the EDE SI model used by Garlick et al. (2011) is
St = ∇2 [D(x)S] + FPDE(x, t, S, I)
It = ∇2 [D(x)I] +GPDE(x, t, S, I),
(1.4)









and D(x) is the spatially dependent motility. The functions FPDE and GPDE capture the vi-
tal dynamics for the population. Like IDE models, the terms for movement (e.g. ∇2[D(x)S])
and vital dynamics (e.g. FPDE) are separated in the model, facilitating parameterization
separately. Unlike an IDE, both processes happen concurrently. Additionally, this frame-
work (1.4) models susceptible and infected populations, circumventing the computational
complexity of modeling individuals at a population scale.
The variable motility, D(x), in the EDE is necessary to capture habitat preference,
which dictates the spatial scale of aggregation for wildlife. However, for a disease like CWD
the spatial scale of habitat variation is much smaller than the scale of population variation,
the characteristic spatial scale of the EDE (1.4). Habitat classification data is available
at a resolution of 30 m by 30 m grid cells (Garlick et al. 2011). At this resolution D(x)
is constant within cells and is potentially discontinuous at cell boundaries. In contrast,
population variation is characterized by small groups of deer throughout a large spatial
region (on the scale of kilometers; Garlick et al. 2011). The result is a rapidly varying
diffusion coefficient, adding mathematical complication for analysis and parameterization.
Homogenization techniques aid in dealing with this complication. Homogenization uses the
method of multiple scales (Holmes 1995) to accommodate small scale variability in diffusion
coefficients for large scale simulation and analysis. A homogenized PDE is determined as
a solvability condition for the asymptotic expansion of a PDE with rapidly-varying coeffi-
cients. If the solvability criteria can be determined, the resulting homogenized equations
operate on much broader scales and are orders of magnitude more efficient to solve numer-
ically (Garlick et al. 2014). For example, Garlick et al. (2011) homogenize the EDE SI
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model (1.4), giving
Ŝt = D̂∇2Ŝ + F̂PDE(x, t, Ŝ, Î)
Ît = D̂∇2Î + ĜPDE(x, t, Ŝ, Î).
(1.5)
The homogenized diffusion coefficient, D̂, is the harmonic average of the original diffusion
coefficient and is taken to be locally constant (Garlick et al. 2011; Garlick et al. 2014).




The difference between F̂PDE and FPDE (or ĜPDE and GPDE) is that parameters in F̂PDE
(ĜPDE) are homogenized. Homogenization results in a drastic reduction in computation
time for simulation while preserving the spatial variation of D that gives rise to local
aggregation. Garlick et al. (2011) modeled CWD spread for a year in a 26.1 km by
33.36 km region of mule deer habitat in the La Sal mountains in southeastern Utah using
both the EDE SI (1.4) and the homogenized EDE SI (1.5) models. The run time for the
homogenized EDE SI model was 142000 that of the EDE SI model (Garlick et al. 2011). In
addition to modeling CWD spread with an EDE SI model, homogenization methods have
been used with Fickian diffusion to model seed dispersal (Powell and Zimmermann 2004)
and in a sex-structured SI model for CWD in mule deer (Garlick et al. 2014). Additionally,
homogenization of the EDE has been used to generate inference on individual-level and
location-specific risk factors for white-tailed deer in Wisconsin with spatio-temporal data
(Hefley et al. 2017) and simulation of mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae)
spread in Idaho (Powell and Bentz 2014).
One drawback of diffusion in general, and the EDE in particular, is that while the
underlying random walk is a process occurring at finite speed, the resulting diffusion occurs
with infinite speed (Keller 2004). This means that there is always a (albeit low) probability
for an individual to move an infinite distance in finite time. Additionally, in a simple random
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walk the direction of each move performed by an individual is independent of the previous
movement (Turchin 1998). However, most vertebrates exhibit autocorrelation in movement
direction, at some time scale. To rectify both these dilemmas I propose the ecological
telegrapher’s equation (ETE) to incorporate habitat variability (and associated individual
habitat preference) and correlated movement. The ETE is the mean field approximation
of a correlated random walk (Turchin 1998), including effects of spatial aggregation in
preferred habitats. Additionally, the diffusion process of the ETE is finite, occurring at
the same speed as the underlying correlated random walk (Keller 2004). Modifying the
EDE SI framework (1.4), I propose the following ETE SI model for a disease system where
individuals exhibit correlated random walk behavior across a variable landscape:




+ 2λFPDE(x, t, S, I)




+ 2λGPDE(x, t, S, I).
(1.7)
Here λ is inversely proportional to mean correlation time of individual trajectories and c(x)
is the (spatially dependent) speed individuals move. As with the EDE SI model (1.4),
FPDE and GPDE capture the vital dynamics. The mechanisms included in FPDE and GPDE
may be mass-action or more complex density-dependent transmission mechanisms, to be
determined by available disease data.
For the ETE SI model (1.7) to provide useful predictions it must be parameterized with
data. The increase in availability and accuracy of telemetry data (Cagnacci et al. 2010;
Cooke et al. 2004) offers a wealth of information at the scale of individual movement but to
be useful in modeling disease spread this data must be translated to the scale of population
dynamics. A suite of statistical methods have been developed to quantify habitat preference
and movement properties of animals in landscapes (Hanks et al. 2011; Hooten et al. 2014;
Hooten and Wikle 2010; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2008a;
Jonsen et al. 2005), most common among them being point process models (PPMs). PPMs
were historically used to model independent data but have been adapted to accommodate
temporal dependence (Brost et al. 2015; Forester et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson
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et al. 2008b). A PPM can be expressed as
Prob (si+1|si, ti, β) ∝ fu (si+1|si, ti, β) = g (si+1|β) fa (si+1|si,∆ti) , (1.8)
where si represents true position at time ti, fu(·) is the use function, g(·) is the resource
selection function (RSF), and fa(·) is the availability function (AvF). Landscape informa-
tion is contained in β. In our ETE SI model, β is the speed for each landscape classification
(c(x)) and the level of correlation exhibited in the telemetry data (λ). For temporally
dependent trajectories PPMs can be generalized by constraining the speed (and/or direc-
tion) of moving individuals. However, this increases computational complexity as there is
more to parameterize. Step selection functions (Fortin et al. 2005), and related methods
like integrated step selection (Avgar et al. 2016), precalculate the AvF and are paired with
conditional logistic regression approaches for inference. These methods require assumptions
about the AvF that are phenomenologically justifiable, meaning they are not well suited for
predicting disease spread into new regions. Additionally, all of these methods are both com-
putationally challenging to implement (Brost et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2013) and cannot
easily be directly integrated into a population-level disease modeling framework.
In this dissertation I address some aspects of parameterizing models of wildlife diseases.
Consistent with the inherent separation of scales between movement data and disease data,
I approach the movement dynamics and the vitality dynamics separately. In Chapter 2 I
focus on movement dynamics. I propose modeling wildlife movement with the ecological
telegrapher’s equation,





as it incorporates habitat variability (and associated individual habitat preference) and cor-
related movement. I develop a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) procedure consistent
with considered movement mechanisms to parameterize the ETE (1.9) with telemetry data
gathered from mule deer in the La Sal mountains of southeastern Utah and landscape clas-
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sification data from that region. This MLE procedure uses a solution to the ETE, with
appropriate initial conditions, as the probability density function. However, as the ETE
does not have an analytic solution we evaluate the solution via Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT). The mesh resolution needs to be consistent with landscape classification resolution
(30m by 30m), but the region considered needs to be consistent with the scale of population
variation (kilometers). Through homogenization I ensure computational feasibility. After
deriving the MLE procedure I test it on simulated data generated via an agent based ap-
proach with an individual following a correlated random walk on simulated environments
with known speeds for each habitat. Two simulated environments are considered, a ran-
domly generated patchwork of two habitat types and a habitat of cover types matching the
La Sal mountains with speeds consistent with estimates provided through correspondence
with Garlick et al. I then show convergence of the procedure with respect to the quantity
of telemetry data before estimating speeds for mule deer in the La Sal mountains.
Even after homogenization of the ETE the method in Chapter 2 is computationally
arduous because the FFT must be calculated at each location in the telemetry data set.
Additionally, incorporating a numerical scheme in an MLE procedure is a non-traditional
approach to parameterization which may be difficult for practitioners to accept and inter-
pret. In Chapter 3 I further reduce the computational complexity by deriving an asymptot-
ically approximate solution to the ETE for use in place of the FFT in the MLE procedure.
The asymptotic solution is a closed form probability density function and therefore more
aligned with traditional approaches. I provide a discussion of the associated errors with the
approximation and then test the new procedure with the same simulated data as used in
Chapter 2. Convergence of the fitting procedure with respect to quantity of telemetry data
is shown. Finally, I apply the MLE procedure with the asymptotic approximation to the
same mule deer telemetry data in the La Sal mountains and offer a comparison with results
from the numerical method.
In Chapter 4 I focus on the vitality dynamics (i.e., F and G in (1.7)). I propose
model competition as a method for determining and parameterizing appropriate density-
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dependent mechanisms for disease transmission from disease data. To demonstrate, I model
the dynamics governing Humans vs. Zombies (HvZ), a role-playing variant of tag popular on
college campuses. There are several advantages to using data from HvZ, including quality
of data and in-depth knowledge of the system. Time-series data for population density of
the two player types (human and zombie) were gathered for several rounds of the game with
high temporal resolution and low error. These rounds were played across the campus of
Utah State University, but with no spatial data gathered the spatial dynamics are masked.
The goal of HvZ is for the zombies to tag humans, converting them into zombies. Based
on portrayals of ‘zombieism’ in popular culture one might treat HvZ as a disease system.
However, I show that a traditional SIR model with mass-action dynamics does a poor job
of modeling HvZ. Observation of players suggests a high variability in population density
of both player types across campus. While this is unobservable in the data, the spatial
heterogeneity in populations results in the failure of the SIR model. I develop a suite
of models with a variety of transmission mechanisms, fit to data from fall 2011, and use
model competition, with Bayesian Information Criterion as arbiter, to determine which
model(s) have the most support from the data. Bootstrapping is used to both assess the
significance of individual mechanisms and to determine confidence in the performance of our
models. Finally, I test predictions of the best models with data from fall 2012. Across both
years complex transmission mechanisms that account for spatial dynamics hidden in the
data significantly outperform the traditional, mass-action compartmental approach while
remaining computationally efficient and interpretable.
CHAPTER 2
A MECHANISTIC APPROACH TO PARAMETERIZING A POPULATION SCALE
MODEL FOR WILDLIFE MOVEMENT WITH TELEMETRY DATA
2.1 Introduction
Ecological systems are highly interconnected, complex, and dynamic. This stems, in
part, from the variability of interactions between organisms and their host environment. At
the population process level this variability is expressed as variation in population density
throughout a changing landscape, known as a utilization distribution. However, population
processes are the average of individual behavior. Animal movement is the individual expres-
sion of population level processes. The increase in availability and accuracy of telemetry
data and remote sensing for landscape classification offers a wealth of information at the
scale of the individual. Telemetry data, gathered via GPS collar, radio collar, or other
remote sensing, is time series data in the form of a set of two-dimensional locations of the
individual gathered at discrete time intervals, {si, ti}, where si is the sampled location at
time ti. Translating this data to the population scale is key to understanding population
ecology, wildlife population management, wildlife disease management, human impact on
wildlife, and wildlife response to anthropogenic factors like climate change and urbanization
(Hooten et al. 2017).
On the back of these advances in telemetry (Cagnacci et al. 2010; Cooke et al. 2004)
and remote sensing (Boone et al. 2006; Friedl et al. 2002; Lefsky et al. 2002; Ray et al. 2002;
Zeller et al. 2012), a host of statistical methods have been developed to quantify habitat
preference and movement properties of animals in landscapes (Hanks et al. 2011; Hooten
et al. 2014; Hooten and Wikle 2010; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson et al. 2011; Johnson
et al. 2008a; Jonsen et al. 2005). This includes point process models (PPMs), discrete-time
dynamic models, and continuous-time dynamic models. PPMs, historically the most widely
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used method for analysis of telemetry data, have been adapted to accommodate temporal
dependence (Brost et al. 2015; Forester et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson et al.
2008b). A PPM can be expressed as
Prob (si+1|si, ti, β) ∝ fu (si+1|si, ti, β) = g (si+1|β) fa (si+1|si, ti) , (2.1)
where fu(·) is the use function, g(·) is the resource selection function (RSF), and fa(·) is
the availability function (AvF). Impact of landscape information on movement is contained
in β (here landscape classification). The AvF is a probability density function (PDF)
controlling what is available to the animal and is modified by the RSF to produce a PDF
for the observed data (namely, si+1). The RSF models animal preference, where outcome is
proportional to use probability for a given resource element (here, land cover type). Use is
usually defined as presence in, or transit through, the land cover type. The quality of RSF
depends on a heuristic choice of AvF, made for statistical or computational convenience
(Hooten et al. 2017).
For temporally dependent trajectories the PPM (2.1) can be generalized by constraining
the AvF in time, in turn limiting the speed (and/or direction) of moving individuals. This
limits selection to the subset of available space allocated by fa(si) (Brost et al. 2015; Johnson
et al. 2008b). However, such a time-varying AvF needs to be parameterized along with the
RSF. While step selection functions (Fortin et al. 2005), and related methods like integrated
step selection (Avgar et al. 2016), pre-calculate the AvF and may be paired with conditional
logistic regression approaches for inference, statistically rigorous PPMs that incorporate
time-varying availability remain computational challenging to implement (Brost et al. 2015;
Johnson et al. 2013). Given the massive availability of temporally dependent telemetry data
(e.g. GPS collar data) the need for computationally efficient methods for fitting appropriate
PPMs is clear.
PPMs are commonly used with telemetry data since they are fit using Bayesian tech-
niques but, to be computationally tractable, many simplifying assumptions are needed. The
most common RSF is exponential, which provides relative effect size of landscape covariates
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but is phenomenological and unrelated to the movement process. The most popular AvF
is the uniform distribution across the study area. This selection of AvF cannot accom-
modate movement barriers or constraints like movement speed and landscape resistance to
movement (Hefley and Hooten 2015). Additionally, PPM estimation fails in habitat types
with low observation of animals, due to sampling density or avoidance. In light of these
difficulties we propose instead to use solutions to mechanistic partial differential equations
(PDEs) in a maximum likelihood estimation procedure, analogous to a PPM, to quantify
habitat preference given movement data.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), popularized by Fisher (1920; 1922), is a method
for estimating the parameters of a probability distribution so that under the assumed sta-
tistical model the observed data is most probable. Probability density functions (PDFs)
generated as solutions to mechanistic PDEs can readily be incorporated in the MLE proce-
dure. The PDFs are used to construct a likelihood function, L(β|si, ti), which is maximized
to identify the most likely values for movement parameters like habitat preference, β, given
landscape classification and telemetry data.
A long history of mathematical research describes probabilistic consequences of ani-
mal movement using PDEs. Fundamental solutions to mechanistic PDEs link sequential
locations in a hierarchical probability framework for estimating RSFs, solving the problems
created by a heuristically chosen AvF. The simplest mechanistic dispersal PDEs are de-
rived from random walks (Turchin 1998). When individuals make random walk decisions
based solely on local habitat, population density at location x and time t, P (x, t), obeys
the ecological diffusion equation (EDE),
Pt = ∇2 [D(x)P ] , (2.2)
where ∇ is the gradient and D(x) is the motility, which is inversely proportional to mean
residence time, in the habitat at location x (Okubo and Levin 2001; Turchin 1998). The
motility varies at the scale of the landscape, which is much shorter than the scale of variation
for the population, P .
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Solving PDEs with rapidly-varying coefficients is too computationally slow to embed
in a statistical method for landscape interference, but advances in homogenization alleviate
this difficulty (Garlick et al. 2014). The homogenized EDE (HEDE) has been used to
analyze movement trajectories of mule deer (Garlick et al. 2011), landscape resistance to
mountain pine beetle dispersal (Hooten et al. 2013; Powell and Bentz 2014), the spread of
chronic wasting disease (Garlick et al. 2014; Hefley et al. 2017), and recolonization of sea
otters in Glacier Bay (Williams et al. 2017). In ongoing research, Garlick et al. integrate
the solved HEDE in a maximum likelihood (MLE) approach for estimating random-walk
motility coefficients from telemetry and landscape classification data and show this approach
is analogous to a PPM. A benefit of this approach is that the RSF and AvF are derived
from mechanistic first-principles for movement rather than heuristically chosen, thus taking
into account constraints on movement speed from landscape resistance, movement barriers,
and offering inference for habitat types with low observation of animals.
One drawback of diffusion in general, and the EDE in particular, is that while the
underlying random walk is a process occurring at finite speed, the resulting diffusion occurs
with infinite speed (Keller 2004). This means that there is always a (albeit low) probability
for an individual to move an infinite distance in finite time. Additionally, a key assumption
of the EDE is that the direction of each move performed by an organism is independent of
the previous movement (Turchin 1998). However, most vertebrates exhibit autocorrelation
in movement direction, at some time scale. We see this autocorrelation in telemetry data
from a mule deer in the La Sal mountains (Fig. 2.1), which shows a clear propensity for
continued movement in the same direction. This autocorrelation impacts the spatial region
where the individual may end up and can be mechanistically accounted for by introducing
correlation to a random walk.
The continuum approximation for the simplest correlated random walk is the telegra-
pher’s equation (Turchin 1998). Keller’s derivation (Keller 2004) shows that the telegra-
pher’s equation is also consistent with a diffusion process constrained to finite speed, resolv-
ing the infinite speed anomaly of the EDE. Introducing local conditions like surrounding
16











1000 GPS collar locations for mule deer in the La Sal mountains
Fig. 2.1: For 1000 triplets of sequential GPS collar locations of a mule deer in the La
Sal mountains of southeastern Utah, we plot the third location in relation to the second
location (at the origin) where the x-axis represents the direction between the first and second
locations. There is a higher density of locations along the x-axis. Locations are aggregated
at a 30m x 30m cell resolution, matching the resolution of landscape classification. Brighter
indicates higher density. If there were no correlation the distribution would be most dense
at the center and radially symmetric. While the highest density is centered at the origin,
there is a smear of high density along the positive x-axis, indicating autocorrelation in deer
movement and supporting the need for the ETE.
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landscape gives rise to the ecological telegrapher’s equation (ETE),





where c = c(x) is speed individuals move at location x and λ is inversely proportional
to correlation time, i.e., how long the organism ‘remembers’ which direction it is traveling
(details provided in Appendix A). As is the case with motility (D) in the EDE, c2 is inversely
proportional to residence time in local habitat for a population at movement equilibrium.
Thus, the ETE captures the same mechanistic movement as the EDE and, additionally,
incorporates autocorrelation in movement.
Herein, we present a maximum likelihood method for estimating correlated random-
walk motility coefficients from individual telemetry data and landscape classification based
on ETE solutions. First, we homogenize the ETE to reduce computational complexity. We
then discuss appropriate initial conditions before solving the homogenized ETE numeri-
cally. Then, we derive an MLE procedure to estimate the average speed of individuals in
each habitat type, using the numerical solution for the homogenized ETE to construct the
likelihood function. We show this procedure can be interpreted in terms of a PPM, where
the RSF and AvF are mechanistically constrained through the solution to the ETE. We
validate the MLE procedure using correlated random-walk path simulations on both arti-
ficial and real landscapes; convergence with respect to trajectory length is shown. Finally,
we apply our approach to mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) GPS collar data and landscape
classification data for La Sal mountains of southeast Utah to estimate average speeds for
mule deer in each habitat type.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Homogenizing the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
Remotely-sensed environmental data is naturally multiscale, capturing both patch-to-
patch variation of the landscape (30 meters) as well as the larger distances characterizing
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population redistribution (kilometers). We explicitly define the rapid spatial variation of
c, assuming c = c(x,y), where y = x/ε and ε is the ratio between the characteristic
length scalings of landscape variation and population distribution (e.g. ε = 30m/1km ∼
.03). Thus, O(ε) changes in x become O(1) changes in y (Powell and Zimmermann 2004).
Further, we assume that c is quasi-periodic on this small scale, with period p(εx), i.e.
c(x) = c(x + p(εx)), where p varies slowly in space (Holmes 1995). Garlick et al. (2011)
show this quasi-periodicity assumption is justified for natural landscapes. Further, although
p is unknown, Garlick et al. (2011) show a lack of explicit knowledge of p does not influence
































where Ω+ and Ω− denote opposite edges of Ω and ∂n is the outward normal derivative to
Ω at the boundary.
Employing the method of multiple scales (Holmes 1995) we write the ETE (2.3) in






∇ · ∇̂+ 1
ε
∇̂ · ∇+ ∇̂2 (2.7)
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where ∇ denotes the gradient operator in x and ∇̂ denotes the gradient operator in y. After



















Expanding P in the regular power series
P (x,y, t) = P0(x,y, t) + εP1(x,y, t) + ε
2P2(x,y, t) + . . . (2.9)
and separating (2.8) into terms of order ε0, ε1, ε2 we arrive at equations



































Since the leading order equation (2.10) is Laplace’s equation for the function c2P0, with





where U is an undetermined function in only the large scale variables that must satisfy
initial conditions (discussed in Section 2.2.2). Substitution of P0 (2.13) into the first order
equation (2.11) results in Laplace’s equation in the function c2P1, again with periodic
boundary conditions. Thus, the solution is P1 = U1/c
2. Assuming U is chosen to satisfy
initial conditions (specified in Section 2.2.2),
U1 = 0. (2.14)
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−∇2 [U ] . (2.15)
In principle, at this point we seek a solution, P2, for the inhomogeneous elliptic equation
in y (2.15). A consequence of the Fredholm Alternative is that a unique solution, P2, exists
only if the inner-product of any function in the kernel of the adjoint with the inhomogeneity









is L+u = c2∇̂2u. The only functions that
satisfy L+u = 0 with the same boundary conditions on Ω are u(x,y, t) = k(x, t), constant






















dy = 0. (2.17)


























dy − ‖Ω‖∇2 [U ]
 .
(2.18)
Assuming k is non-trivial, we arrive at
Utt + 2λUt = ĉ










A solution to the ETE, P , with appropriate initial conditions can thus be approximated
by U/c2, where U satisfies the homogenized ETE (HETE, 2.19).
2.2.2 Initial Conditions Consistent with Data
Maximum likelihood estimation requires a PDF for the possible future location, x, at
each sampled location, si = (si,1, si,2), in the data set. We obtain such a PDF by solving
the ETE (2.3) at each si. This requires initial conditions consistent with the data and in
the form of a PDF for each location. The second initial condition provides the information
on speed and direction of travel, which accounts for the autocorrelation in movement. A
natural choice consistent with telemetry data is a delta function. However, telemetry data
carries inherent error in location so to accommodate this we use a Gaussian centered at




2 to be determined. Viewing the movement
process as continuous in time, we imagine a Gaussian starting at the sample location si
and following the straight line path between consecutive data points si−1 and si (Fig. 2.2),
traveling at speed v = |si − si−1|/(ti − ti−1), the average speed of the individual between
these locations. For computational simplicity we translate space to center the origin at
the observation si for each data point (details of the translation resolved in Section 2.2.4).
Further, we rotate space so that the x1-axis is in the direction between locations si−1 and
si and the x2-axis is perpendicular (details of this rotation appear in Section 2.2.3). A



















Fig. 2.2: The pair of initial conditions used to solve the ETE are a moving Gaussian centered
at si, the current location, and the time derivative of a Gaussian centered at si and moving
in the direction of the positive x1-axis at speed v, the average speed the individual traveled
between si−1 and si. For simplicity, we rotate space so that the x1-axis is in the direction
between locations si−1 and si, which amounts to a rotation of space by θ from the natural
north-south-east-west coordinate system. The solution with these initial conditions is a
PDF giving the probability for future locations, to be used in an MLE procedure that
maximizes the likelihood that the next location is the observed next location si+1.













To determine the second initial condition we take the time derivative of the moving Gaussian















For boundary conditions we specify U decays to zero as |x| goes to infinity.
2.2.3 Spectral Solution to the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
In order to solve the homogenized ETE (2.19) with initial conditions (2.22, 2.23) we
apply the Fourier transform with x→ k defined by
F [f(x, t)] = f̂(k, t) =
+∞∫∫
−∞
f(x, t)e−i(k1x1+k2x2) dx (2.24)
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Applying the Fourier transform to both the HETE (2.19) and initial conditions (2.22, 2.23)
gives
Ûtt + 2λÛt = −ĉ2(k21 + k22)Û (2.25)
with initial conditions








2 and Ût(k, 0) = −ivk1Û0. (2.26)
A solution can be found using the characteristic polynomial, namely




λ2 − ĉ2(k21 + k22). (2.28)
















where A+ and A− are determined from the initial conditions (2.22, 2.23). The resulting




λ2 − ĉ2(k21 + k22)− ivk1
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λ2 − ĉ2(k21 + k22) + ivk1
2
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We account for the rotation used to construct the initial conditions (2.22, 2.23) before
inverting the solution, Û . A rotation by θ in physical space (Fig. 2.2) is accounted for
by multiplying exp(iθ) in wave space, and since we want to undo the rotation built into
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Û we multiply by exp(−iθ). Finally, as exp(−iθ)Û has no closed form inverse transform,
we opt to invert numerically via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). In the following section
we construct a likelihood function using U to derive an MLE procedure for estimating the
motilities, c, in each landscape type, the correlation parameter λ, and the uncertainties in
the initial conditions σ1 and σ2.
2.2.4 Motility Estimation with Maximum Likelihood
For individuals moving in accordance with a correlated random walk between observed
locations si and si+1, the solution to the ETE (2.3) with appropriate initial conditions
gives a PDF for future observations. The initial conditions given in Section 2.2.2 are for the
HETE and centered at the origin. However, for the MLE procedure the solution to the ETE
must be centered at each data point si = (si,1, si,2). Thus, we shift the initial conditions of
the HETE to get appropriate initial conditions





































for the ETE. The boundary conditions specified for the ETE are the same as those for the
HETE, namely decaying to zero. We approximate the solution to the ETE (2.3) with the
above initial conditions (2.31, 2.32) by using the inverse Fourier Transform of the solution
to the HETE (2.30), after accounting for the rotation. Thus, the approximate probability
of observing the individual at si+1 is
Prob(si+1|si,∆ti) ∝ P (si+1 − si,∆ti) ≈
1
c2(si+1)
U(si+1 − si,∆ti). (2.33)
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As motility is defined to be proportional to expected residence time, this probability






fa(si+1|si,∆ti) = U(si+1 − si,∆ti). (2.35)
Solutions to the HETE approach the diffusive limit with motility c2/(2λ), and thus residence
time in a region of area A can be expressed asymptotically as τ(xi+1) ∝ Aλc2(xi+1) . The above
combination of RSF and AvF define a mechanistically constrained PPM (MCPPM).
The function (2.33) is a PDF, after normalization, that can be used to estimate the
vector of motility coefficients, β, for cover types in a landscape given animal locations and
remotely sensed landscaped data. For n locations the likelihood function is






U(si+1 − si,∆ti), (2.36)
where αi is the normalization constant for the ith location.
The normalization must happen over a region, Ωi, large enough to capture the support
of the solution P at each location. As vector p is unknown, Ωi must be chosen large enough
to capture multiple periods in the landscape but small enough not to cross the separation
of scales necessary for homogenization (Garlick et al. 2011). Currently, the size of Ωi is
chosen heuristically to contain the longest step in the trajectory plus a single cell buffer.
However, as we use a Fast Fourier Transform to approximate the solution, U , the region Ωi
needs a discretization and the natural choice is the resolution of landscape classification. In
the numerical scheme we specify the number of grid cells for Ωi to be the smallest power of
two that still captures the longest step in the trajectory, taking advantage of the optimal










This integral must be evaluated numerically. While this adds computational complexity,
αi includes information from all habitat types in the region of homogenization and so may
provide inference on rarely observed habitat types and habitat types that only infrequently
register presence of individuals.
2.3 Motility Estimation Testing with Simulated Data
To test the motility estimation ability of our MLE procedure we simulated trajectories
on two different types of simulated habitats with known motilities. The first habitat is a
randomly generated habitat with two land cover types and no spatial correlation in cover
type. The second habitat was generated with habitat classification (LANDFIRE 2008) for
the La Sal mountains. The motilities for each cover type were selected to match diffusion
parameters estimated by Garlick et al. in the region (provided through correspondence). For
each trajectory we minimize the negative log likelihood of (2.36) to estimate the motilities
and compare with the known values of the simulated landscape.
2.3.1 Simulating Landscapes
A random habitat was generated by populating land cover classifications using a uni-
form random distribution, thus avoiding any spatial correlation in cover type. A randomly
generated habitat with two cover types is shown (Fig. 2.3 (a)). Each grid cell is 10m by
10m, for computational convenience. The speeds in the two habitat types are 80 and 100
meters per hour.
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Fig. 2.3: (a) A simulated habitat populated with two land cover types using a uniform
random distribution and uniform frequency for the two cover types. The movement speeds
for the two habitat types are 80 and 100 meters per hour. (b) A simulated habitat with 4
cover types, aggregated from the original 38 (LANDFIRE 2008) classifications in the La Sal
mountains of southeastern Utah. For simulated data each habitat type was given a speed
converted from the corresponding motility estimated by Garlick et al. The speeds are 442,
532, 629, and 789 meters per hour.
To generate a realistic habitat we used land cover classification (LANDFIRE 2008)
for a region in the La Sal mountain range. The region has 38 habitat types recognized by
LANDFIRE. For computational convenience we aggregated these into 4 types, low motility
(1), moderately low motility (2), moderate motility (3), and high motility (4), based on
motility estimates performed by Garlick et al. (a full list of LANDFIRE classification,
motility estimates by Garlick et al., and our aggregation is provided in Appendix B, Table
B.1). Each aggregated cover type was then assigned speeds corresponding to the highest
estimated motility for all cover types in that bin. The motility estimates by Garlick et
al. are converted to speeds for the ETE by recognizing that the parameter c2/2λ is the
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where D is the motility estimate. The speeds for the four habitat types are 442, 532, 629,
and 789 meters per hour respectively. A figure of the habitat is shown (Fig. 2.3 (b)).
2.3.2 Simulating Animal Movement
Simulated individuals were initially placed at the center of the simulated background.
Step length, ∆x, and step duration, ∆t, were fixed at 1 meter and .01 hours. The probability
for an individual to leave its current location, x, is given by
Prob(move) = c(x)∆t/∆x, (2.39)
in accordance with the derivation of the ETE. The direction in which the individual leaves
(north, south, east, or west) is weighted by the correlation parameter λ in favor of the
direction the individual traveled in the previous step. For a given λ the probability the
individual continues in the same direction is 1 − λ∆t, the probability it makes a quarter
turn (e.g. from north to east) is λ∆t/2, and the probability it reverses direction is 0, in
keeping with the derivation of the ETE (Appendix A). A variety of λ values were considered
to explore the impact of stronger correlation on fitting. Individuals were initially sent east.
Sample simulated paths are shown (Fig. 2.4) for three different levels of correlation, λ = .1,
λ = 1, and λ = 10. A smaller λ corresponds to a higher degree of correlation. The
simulations with λ = 1, and λ = 10 more qualitatively match the behaviors of an actual
trajectory of a deer from the La Sal mountains (Fig. 2.11). Trajectories were sampled at
one hour intervals to mimic the time resolution of GPS data, giving a correlated random
walk consistent with the ETE and of similar time/space structure to available data.
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Fig. 2.4: Samples of three different simulated trajectories with 1500 sample locations and
landscape information omitted. Each trajectory has a different degree of correlation, with
a lower λ representing higher correlation. Qualitatively, this can be seen in the longer
stretches of movement in the same direction as well as the greater total distance traveled
in the left plot (λ = .1) in comparison with the frequent changes of direction and shorter
total distance traveled in the right plot (λ = 10).
2.3.3 Convergence of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation Procedure
To demonstrate convergence of our MLE procedure we simulated 100 trajectories, with
100, 500, 1000, and 5000 locations sampled over the random landscape (Fig. 2.3 (a)) and
estimated the speeds for each of the two habitat types. This was performed three times
with λ = 10, λ = 1 , and λ = 0.1. Histograms for the distribution of estimates for habitat
type 1 are shown in Fig. 2.5, Fig. 2.6, and Fig. 2.7 for each value of λ, respectively.
For λ = 10 the means across distributions converge to the true speed in Habitat 1,
namely 80 meters per hour. In general, we expect the standard deviation of the distribution
to decrease like the square root of the length of trajectories and this is what we observe.
Plotting the standard deviation against the length of trajectories on a log-log scale (Fig.
2.8) results in a linear best fit slope of m = −0.59. Convergence for Habitat 2 performed
similarly.
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Fig. 2.5: For λ = 10, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. The means of the distributions
are 75.78, 80.50, 80.33, and 80.92 in meters per hour. The true speed for Habitat 1 was 80
meters per hour. The standard deviations were 12.80, 3.60, 2.74, and 1.21 respectively.
For λ = 1 the means across distributions appear to converge to 76 meters per hour, near
the true speed in Habitat 1, namely 80 meters per hour. There appears to be a consistent
tendency to estimate slower speeds as λ is decreased. Whether or not this tendency can
be explicitly quantified requires further research. The standard deviations consistently
decrease, following the square root of the length of trajectories, as expected. Plotting the
standard deviation against the length of trajectories on a log-log scale (Fig. 2.8) results in
a linear best fit slope of m = −0.5. Convergence for Habitat 2 performed similarly.
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Fig. 2.6: For λ = 1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. The means of the distributions
are 74.89, 76.80, 75.73, and 76.09 in meters per hour. The true speed for Habitat 1 was 80
meters per hour. The standard deviations were 7.76, 3.73, 2.72, and 1.08 respectively.
For λ = 0.1 our fitting procedure performed poorly. Each distribution was bimodal,
with a cluster near the true speed for Habitat 1 (80 meters per hour) and a cluster under 20
meters per hour. The size of the slower cluster grows as trajectory length increases, which
is concerning. Additionally, the estimates for σ1 that correspond to the cluster of slow
estimates are consistently large. The means for the faster cluster are 78.48, 77.03, 80.69,
and 74.86 meters per hour, respectively. Unlike with the lower correlation simulations (with
λ = 10 or λ = 1), these are not clustered around a specific value. Further, the standard
deviations do not decrease at the same rate with the quantity of data, being 12.16, 8.87, 6.86,
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and 6.42 respectively. We conclude that for cases of high correlation our MLE procedure
may not be appropriate.
Fig. 2.7: For λ = 0.1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given. Each distribution is bimodal,
with a cluster near the true speed for Habitat 1 at 80 meters per hour and a second cluster
under 20 meters per hour. If we discount the slow clusters as spurious the means for the
distributions are 78.48, 77.03, 80.69, and 74.86 meters per hour. The standard deviations
were 12.16, 8.87, 6.86, and 6.42 respectively. Without discounting the slow clusters the
means are lower and the standard deviations more erratic. The MLE procedure does not
work well in this high correlation parameter regime.
As detailed in Appendix A the telegrapher’s equation is an accurate description of
correlated random walk behavior provided the likely distance of correlated movement, ĉ/λ,
is small compared to observed displacement ` (i.e., ĉ/λ`  1). If we approximate ` by
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the mean movement length in the data this parameter is roughly 9.5, which is not small.
In contrast, for λ = 10 the parameter is .06. With λ = 1 the parameter is 1.4, and the
estimates are a bit off from the correct speed. We hypothesize that the failure of our MLE
procedure with high correlation data (and the error in moderately correlated data) is due
to the ETE failing to approximate correlated movement when ĉ/λ` is not negligible. In
terms of application to wildlife movement data these higher correlation regimes are likely
not relevant.
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Rate of convergence as length of trajectory increases
Standard Deviations, λ = 10
Linear fit, λ = 10
Standard Deviations, λ = 1
Linear fit, λ = 1
Fig. 2.8: Plotted are the standard deviations for the distributions of estimates for Habitat 1
against the length of trajectories on a log-log scale. A linear line of best fit is also plotted for
both λ = 10 and λ = 1. Convergence should occur at a rate proportional to the length of the
trajectory, n, and thus we expect the standard deviation to follow
√
n. This translates to
expecting a slope for both lines to be −0.5. The slopes of these two lines were m10 = −0.59
and m1 = −0.50 respectively.
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2.3.4 Fitting Simulated Data in the La Sal Mountain Landscape
Applying our MLE procedure to a more realistic landscape, we simulated 100 trajec-
tories with 1000 locations sampled over the aggregated La Sal landscape (Fig. 2.3 (b)) and
estimated the speeds for each of the four habitat types. In keeping with wildlife telemetry
data showing some, but not strong, correlation we simulated data with λ = 10. Speeds
used to simulate the data and median estimated speeds from our MLE procedure appear in
Table 2.1. We use median rather than mean here because the distributions have misleading
outliers. These outliers come in two flavors, the same very slow values as occurred in the
random landscape and values faster than possible for animals to run. The central tendencies
of these distributions are further off than those of the random landscape but this is to be
expected as there are more habitat types with highly variable rates of occurrence in the
landscape. However, the median estimates identify correctly the speeds in each habitat from
slowest to fastest. Further, the distributions for the moderate and high speed types, after
controlling for outliers, show strong peaks near the median values of 651 and 736 meters per
hour respectively. The true speeds were 629 and 789 so the medians of the estimates are
reasonably close. The variances of the distributions for the low and moderately low types
are higher than for the moderate and high speed types. These are also the two least frequent
habitat types in the landscapes (1.3% and 2.6% of the total landscape respectively) so rate
of encounter was much lower for the simulated animals. In the random landscape standard
deviation converged with the inverse root of encounter frequency so with low encounter
rate we may expect highly variable estimates. Since these types occurred in pockets due
to the correlated structure of the landscape, if an animal did encounter one of these types
it often encountered it several times during the trajectory, meaning a smaller number of
trajectories afford stronger inference on those types. We suspect that both the frequency
of the habitat type in the landscape and the encounter rate of habitat type by the animal
play a critical role in the strength of inference, but more research is needed to quantify
this. After controlling for the outliers of these distributions the medians were 451 meters
per hour for the low speed type and 618 meters per hour for the moderately low speed type
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compared to the actual speeds of 442 and 532 meters per hour respectively. Distributions
both before (Fig. 2.9) and after (Fig. 2.10) controlling for outliers are provided.
Aggregated Prop. of Prop. of Garlick FFT Estimate
Class Motility Type Total Area Observations Estimate(m/hr) (m/hr)
1 low 1.3% 0.1% 442 451
2 moderately low 2.6% 2.3% 532 618
3 moderate 87.5% 79.7% 629 651
4 high 8.7% 17.8% 789 736
Table 2.1: Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds (in meters
per hour) converted from the estimates of Garlick et al. compared with median speeds
estimated by our FFT procedure. Median values were calculated after omitting outliers in
the distribution. All of the median values were in the ball park of the true speed for each
habitat type. However, the moderate speed type had many more data points in the range of
considered values than the other three types, as can be seen in the histograms (Figure 2.10),
indicating that the procedure was more successful with this type. Moderate speed was, by
far, the most prevalent both in proportion of the landscape and proportion of observations
in that type, making up 87.5% of the landscape and containing 79.7% of observations.
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Fig. 2.9: Distributions for estimates of the speeds in each of the four aggregated habitat
types before culling outliers. The measures of central tendencies of these distributions are
clouded by their overdispersion.
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Fig. 2.10: Distributions for estimates of the speeds in each of the four aggregated habitat
types, after controlling for outliers and instances where the procedure converged to the near
zero spurious minimum. The distributions for the moderate (c) and high (d) speeds show
much stronger peaks, which are near to the true speeds for those types, than the low (a)
and moderately low (b) distributions. Additionally, there are fewer data points for both
the low and moderately low speed types after controlling for outliers than there are for the
moderate and high speed types. The medians of all four types are 451, 618, 651, and 736
meters per hour compared to the true speeds of 442, 532, 629, and 789 meters per hour.
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2.4 Estimating Motilities for Mule Deer in the La Sal Mountains
Fig. 2.11: Sample trajectory of a deer from the La Sal mountains with roughly 2500 GPS
locations connected with lines plotted on the aggregated habitat type map. Although all
four habitat types are encountered by this deer, the frequencies of encounter are quite
different.
Applying the MLE procedure to telemetry data, we used GPS collar data from mule
deer (Odocoileus hemionus) that were collared by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
(UDWR) during 2005 and 2006 in the La Sal mountains of southeastern Utah. Although
LANDFIRE identifies 38 distinct land cover types in the region, we aggregated these into 4
habitat classifications based on motility estimates by Garlick et al. (discussed in Appendix
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B). We applied our fitting procedure to a sample of 2245 sample locations for an adult,
female deer taken between late October and early December. The data set has a range of
sampling intervals, between 30 minutes and several hours, but during the selected interval
for fitting the sampling interval was consistently 30 minutes.
In addition to estimates for speeds in each habitat type, our procedure can produce an
estimate for the correlation parameter λ. However, the estimate produced was λ = 4547,
translating to a mean correlation time of less than a second. Practically, this means the dear
changes direction every second, which seems unlikely. Further, given the 30 minute sampling
interval for the telemetry data, it is unlikely that our method has leverage on a correlation
time that short. Thus, we recommend the use of alternative statistical methods to estimate
λ from the data before applying our fitting procedure. Alternatively, incorporating our
procedure in a Bayesian framework could limit the size of λ to more reasonable values. For
the estimates in this section we set λ = 15, which translates to a mean correlation time of
about 4 minutes.
Estimates from our procedure are compared with the converted estimates of Garlick et
al. in Table 2.2. In general there is not much agreement between the converted estimates
of Garlick et al. and our estimates for the four aggregated habitat types. However, these
converted values were produced by multiplying the highest motility estimate in each bin
(Appendix B, Table B.1) by 2λ and taking the square root. We cannot say that these
are the same values as might be estimated by Garlick et al. with our habitat aggregation.
Additionally, as the conversion includes our heuristic choice of λ, any error there is carried
through to the converted estimate. Our estimates for each of the aggregated types were 8191,
9520, 369, and 52 meters per hour. All of these estimates are physically possible for mule
deer, which can sprint up to 72 kilometers per hour. Of the four habitat types, the estimate
of 396 meters per hour for the moderate speed type is most likely to be accurate as the
moderate speed type makes up (87.5% of the total landscape and registered 99% presence
for the deer. Converting this estimate to a motility we have D = c2/(2λ) = 4539 meters
squared per hour. If the landscape were only this habitat type then we could also estimate
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motility by the mean squared displacement divided by four times the sampling interval
(Turchin 1998). This approximation gives a motility estimate of 5285 meters squared per
hour, which is not too far off of our estimate.
While the relative presences of deer makes estimation difficult, it is readily explained
by habitat preference for deer. As shown in Appendix B (Table B.1), the moderate speed
habitat is predominantly made up of landscapes that are desirable for deer, including all the
riparian classifications, many of the shrubland types, and many woodland types including
pinyon-juniper and ponderosa pine. These habitats encompass many food sources for mule
deer and account for the high rate of observation. In contrast, the moderately low speed
type, which had the highest speed estimate (9520 meters per hour) and was the only other
habitat type in which the deer was observed (1% of the time), includes landscape classi-
fications such as open water and developed land of moderate intensity. These are natural
areas for a deer to avoid or travel through rapidly.
The deer used in this fitting was never observed in the low or high speed types. This
does not mean it was never there but it was not there when the collar recorded its location.
The low speed type made up 1.3% of the total landscape and included landscape classifi-
cations such as developed land of low intensity or open space, pasture land and hay fields,
and other irrigated crops. These landscapes are more open with less food and thus natural
areas to avoid or travel through rapidly, which, when compounded with the low frequency
of the habitat type, is reflected in the lack of presence. The high speed type made up 8.7%
of the landscape and was dominated by the barren landscape classification. In this region
this classification applies to mountain tops which, during winter, would not be visited by
deer. In all, while our aggregation of habitat type is sufficient for a proof of concept it does
not reflect the reality of habitat preference for mule deer and likely contributed to errors in
our estimates. We recommend an analysis of rate of observation in landscape classification
as a better measure for habitat aggregation. Additionally, it is very important to take sea-
sonality into account since the viability of many habitat types for deer change throughout
the year, with winter being an obvious example.
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Aggregated Prop. of Prop. of Garlick FFT Estimate
Class Motility Type Total Area Observations Estimate(m/hr) (m/hr)
1 low 1.3% 0 542 8191
2 moderately low 2.6% 1.0% 652 9520
3 moderate 87.5% 99.0% 770 369
4 high 8.7% 0 967 58
Table 2.2: Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds (in meters per
hour) converted from the estimates of Garlick et al. compared with speeds estimated by
our FFT procedure. The difference between the Garlick et al. estimates here and those in
Table 2.1 are due to the estimated λ, which plays a role in the conversion from motility to
speed. For the simulation on the La Sal mountain landscape we used λ = 10 but for the
mule deer data we set λ = 15 as a compromise between the large estimate of the procedure
and lower values that produced more credible estimates.
2.5 Discussion
We have presented an MLE procedure that uses individual telemetry data and land-
scape classification data to provide inference on the impact of habitat variability and auto-
correlation in individual movement on population dynamics. We demonstrated the efficacy
of this procedure with simulated telemetry data on both a simple, simulated landscape and a
realistic landscape generated with land cover classification data (LANDFIRE 2008) around
the La Sal mountains in southeastern Utah. Fitting is consistent with simulation parame-
ters for low to moderate levels of correlation in the individual movement and convergence to
simulation parameters improves with increased quantity of telemetry data, although there
does appear to be a slight bias towards underestimation.
Our procedure did not fare as well with simulated data with very strong correlation.
We hypothesize that this is due to a breakdown in model assumptions making the ETE a
poor description of movement dynamics. While our procedure does not perform well in this
regime, this does not appear to be a regime that is appropriate for wildlife. Across all levels
of correlation tested, when our MLE procedure struggled to converge to reasonable values
the default was to estimate large values for σ1. This pushes the solution towards a non-
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mechanistic Gaussian with large variance and is a good indication of mechanism breakdown
between the data and ETE. Leveraging this may prove to be a means to correct the errors
in the method at higher correlation, but more research is needed.
Applying our fitting procedure to GPS data from mule deer in the La Sal mountains
in southeastern Utah with a coarse cover type aggregation produced estimated speeds that
are plausible for mule deer. These results should be treated as proof of concept, not used
in future modeling efforts. In order to have fitting convergence in a timely we aggregated
habitat types from the 38 identified in the region (LANDFIRE 2008) into 4 classifications.
Further, this aggregation was done with regard to estimated motilities for cover types in the
region by Garlic et al. using alternate methods. Further research to reduce computation
time, or to leverage parallel processing, is needed.
There are several additional difficulties concerning fitting GPS data that need attention.
First, the correlation parameter λ is currently estimated from the data. There are statistical
methods that could be used to estimate λ in advance of running our fitting procedure
that would both reduce the number of fitted parameters and add confidence in fitting
results. Second, our procedure does worse at estimating motilities for habitat types that
are infrequent in the landscape and/or infrequently visited by collared animals. However,
there is some knowledge regarding habitat preference which could be leveraged if our MLE
procedure were placed in a Bayesian framework. Such a framework can also include inference
on λ and be used to encourage the procedure away from larger σ values.
CHAPTER 3
ASYMPTOTIC APPROACHES TO GENERATE CLOSED FROM PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ANIMAL MOVEMEMNT
3.1 Introduction
Ecological systems are highly interconnected, complex, and dynamic. This stems, in
part, from the variability of interactions between organisms and their host environment. At
the population process level this variability is expressed as variation in population density
throughout a changing landscape, known as a utilization distribution. However, population
processes are the average of individual behavior. Animal movement is the individual expres-
sion of population level processes. The increase in availability and accuracy of telemetry
data and remote sensing for landscape classification offers a wealth of information at the
scale of the individual. Telemetry data, gathered via GPS collar, radio collar, or other
remote sensing, is time series data in the form of a set of two-dimensional locations of the
individual gathered at discrete time intervals, {si, ti}, where si is the sampled location at
time ti. Translating this data to the population scale is key to understanding population
ecology, wildlife population management, wildlife disease management, human impact on
wildlife, and wildlife response to anthropogenic factors like climate change and urbanization
(Hooten et al. 2017).
On the back of these advances in telemetry (Cagnacci et al. 2010; Cooke et al. 2004)
and remote sensing (Boone et al. 2006; Friedl et al. 2002; Lefsky et al. 2002; Ray et al. 2002;
Zeller et al. 2012), a host of statistical methods have been developed to quantify habitat
preference and movement properties of animals in landscapes (Hanks et al. 2011; Hooten
et al. 2014; Hooten and Wikle 2010; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson et al. 2011; Johnson
et al. 2008a; Jonsen et al. 2005). This includes point process models (PPMs), discrete-time
dynamic models, and continuous-time dynamic models. PPMs, historically the most widely
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used method for analysis of telemetry data, have been adapted to accommodate temporal
dependence (Brost et al. 2015; Forester et al. 2009; Johnson et al. 2013; Johnson et al.
2008b). A PPM can be expressed as
Prob (si+1|si, ti, β) ∝ fu (si+1|si, ti, β) = g (si+1|β) fa (si+1|si, ti) , (3.1)
where fu(·) is the use function, g(·) is the resource selection function (RSF), and fa(·) is
the availability function (AvF). Impact of landscape information on movement is contained
in β (here landscape classification). The AvF is a probability density function (PDF)
controlling what is available to the animal and is modified by the RSF to produce a PDF
for the observed data (namely, si+1). The RSF models animal preference, where outcome is
proportional to use probability for a given resource element (here, land cover type). Use is
usually defined as presence in, or transit through, the land cover type. The quality of RSF
depends on a heuristic choice of AvF, made for statistical or computational convenience
(Hooten et al. 2017).
For temporally dependent trajectories the PPM (3.1) can be generalized by constraining
the AvF in time, in turn limiting the speed (and/or direction) of moving individuals. This
limits selection to the subset of available space allocated by fa(si) (Brost et al. 2015; Johnson
et al. 2008b). However, such a time-varying AvF needs to be parameterized along with the
RSF. While step selection functions (Fortin et al. 2005), and related methods like integrated
step selection (Avgar et al. 2016), pre-calculate the AvF and may be paired with conditional
logistic regression approaches for inference, statistically rigorous PPMs that incorporate
time-varying availability remain computational challenging to implement (Brost et al. 2015;
Johnson et al. 2013). Given the massive availability of temporally dependent telemetry data
(e.g. GPS collar data) the need for computationally efficient methods for fitting appropriate
PPMs is clear.
PPMs are commonly used with telemetry data since they are fit using Bayesian tech-
niques but, to be computationally tractable many simplifying assumptions are needed. The
most common RSF is exponential, which provides relative effect size of landscape covariates
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but is phenomenological and unrelated to the movement process. The most popular AvF
is the uniform distribution across the study area. This selection of AvF cannot accom-
modate movement barriers or constraints like movement speed and landscape resistance to
movement (Hefley and Hooten 2015). Additionally, PPM estimation fails in habitat types
with low observation of animals, due to sampling density or avoidance. In light of these
difficulties we propose instead using solutions to mechanistic partial differential equations
(PDEs) in a maximum likelihood estimation procedure, analogous to a PPM, to quantify
habitat preference given movement data.
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), popularized by Fisher (1920; 1922), is a method
for estimating the parameters of a probability distribution so that under the assumed sta-
tistical model the observed data is most probable. Probability density functions (PDFs)
generated as solutions to mechanistic PDEs can readily be incorporated in the MLE proce-
dure. The PDFs are used to construct a likelihood function, L(β|si, ti), which is maximized
to identify the most likely values for movement parameters like habitat preference, β, given
landscape classification and telemetry data.
A long history of mathematical research describes probabilistic consequences of ani-
mal movement using PDEs. Fundamental solutions to mechanistic PDEs link sequential
locations in a hierarchical probability framework for estimating RSFs, solving the problems
created by a heuristically chosen AvF. The simplest mechanistic dispersal PDEs are de-
rived from random walks (Turchin 1998). When individuals make random walk decisions
based solely on local habitat, population density at location x and time t, P (x, t), obeys
the ecological diffusion equation (EDE),
Pt = ∇2 [D(x)P ] , (3.2)
where ∇ is the gradient and D(x) is the motility, which is inversely proportional to mean
residence time, in the habitat at location x (Okubo and Levin 2001; Turchin 1998). The
motility varies at the scale of the landscape, which is much shorter than the scale of variation
for the population, P .
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Solving PDEs with rapidly-varying coefficients is too computationally slow to embed
in a statistical method for landscape interference, but advances in homogenization alleviate
this difficulty (Garlick et al. 2014). The homogenized EDE (HEDE) has been used to
analyze movement trajectories of mule deer (Garlick et al. 2011), landscape resistance to
mountain pine beetle dispersal (Hooten et al. 2013; Powell and Bentz 2014), the spread of
chronic wasting disease (Garlick et al. 2014; Hefley et al. 2017), and recolonization of sea
otters in Glacier Bay (Williams et al. 2017). In ongoing research, Garlick et al. integrate
the solved HEDE in a maximum likelihood (MLE) approach for estimating random-walk
motility coefficients from telemetry and landscape classification data and show this approach
is analogous to a PPM. A benefit of this approach is that the RSF and AvF are derived
from mechanistic first-principles for movement rather than heuristically chosen, thus taking
into account constraints on movement speed from landscape resistance, movement barriers,
and offering inference for habitat types with low observation of animals.
One drawback of diffusion in general, and the EDE in particular, is that while the
underlying random walk is a process occurring at finite speed, the resulting diffusion occurs
with infinite speed (Keller 2004). This means that there is always a (albeit low) probability
for an individual to move an infinite distance in finite time. Additionally, a key assumption
of the EDE is that the direction of each move performed by an organism is independent of
the previous movement (Turchin 1998). However, most vertebrates exhibit autocorrelation
in movement direction, at some time scale. We see this autocorrelation in telemetry data
from a mule deer in the La Sal mountains (Fig. 3.1), which shows a clear propensity for
continued movement in the same direction. This autocorrelation impacts the spatial region
where the individual may end up and can be mechanistically accounted for by introducing
correlation to a random walk.
The continuum approximation for the simplest correlated random walk is the telegra-
pher’s equation (Turchin 1998). Keller’s derivation (Keller 2004) shows that the telegra-
pher’s equation is also consistent with a diffusion process constrained to finite speed, resolv-
ing the infinite speed anomaly of the EDE. Introducing local conditions like surrounding
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1000 GPS collar locations for mule deer in the La Sal mountains
Fig. 3.1: For 1000 triplets of sequential GPS collar locations of a mule deer in the La Sal
mountains of southeastern Utah, we plot the third location in relation to the second loca-
tion (at the origin) where the x-axis represents the direction between the first and second
locations. There is a higher density of locations along the positive x-axis. Locations are
aggregated at a 30m x 30m cell resolution, matching the resolution of landscape classifica-
tion. Brighter indicates higher density. If there were no correlation the distribution would
be most dense at the center and radially symmetric. While the highest density is centered
at the origin, there is a smear of high density along the x-axis, indicating autocorrelation
in deer movement and supporting the need for the ETE.
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landscape gives rise to the ecological telegrapher’s equation (ETE),





where c = c(x) is speed individuals move at location x and λ is inversely proportional
to correlation time, i.e. how long the organism ‘remembers’ which direction it is traveling
(details provided in Appendix A). As is the case with motility (D) in the EDE, c2 is inversely
proportional to residence time in local habitat for a population at movement equilibrium.
Thus, the ETE captures the same mechanistic movement as the EDE and, additionally,
incorporates autocorrelation in movement.
In previous work Chapter 2 we presented a maximum likelihood (MLE) approach for
estimating correlated random-walk motility coefficients, utilizing the ETE and homogeniza-
tion to reduce computational complexity. This procedure utilized a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) to numerically evaluate the solution to the homogenized ETE. The use of a numer-
ical scheme to solve a PDE in an MLE procedure is highly computationally demanding.
Additionally, incorporating a numerical scheme in an MLE procedure is a non-traditional
approach to parameterization which may be difficult for practitioners to accept and inter-
pret. Herein, we further reduce the computational complexity of the MLE method through
the use of an asymptotic approximation to the solution of the homogenized ETE. First, we
derive two asymptotic approximations to the solution to the ETE, with appropriate initial
conditions, and discuss when each solution may be appropriate in an MLE procedure given
available data. We show that in some asymptotic regimes this method produces equivalent
results to the numerical method, showing it is analogous to a PPM, where the RSF and
AvF are mechanistically constrained as the solution to the ETE in the process. Next, we
demonstrate the improved efficiency of the asymptotic method and validate the PPM using
correlated random-walk path simulations on both artificial and real landscapes. Conver-
gence properties are tested in path length. Finally, this approach is applied to mule deer
(Odocoileus hemionus) GPS telemetry data and landscape classification data for La Sal
mountains of southeast Utah.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Homogenizing the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
Remotely-sensed environmental data is naturally multiscale, capturing both patch-to-
patch variation of the landscape (30 meters) as well as the larger distances characterizing
population redistribution (kilometers). The population scale of the ETE means the param-
eters associated with habitat type (i.e. c) vary rapidly. Solving PDEs with rapidly-varying
coefficients and non-rectangular boundaries is too computationally slow to embed in a sta-
tistical algorithm for providing landscape inference (e.g. maximum likelihood optimization
or MCMC). We explicitly define the rapid spatial variation of c, assuming c = c(x,y),
where y = x/ε and ε is the ratio between the characteristic length scalings of landscape
variation and population redistribution (e.g. ε = 30m/1km ∼ .03). Thus, O(ε) changes in
x become O(1) changes in y (Powell and Zimmermann 2004). Then, via homogenization
(derivation presented in Chapter 2) we average the rapid variation of the ETE over regions
of intermediate scale Ω. The HETE, expressed
Utt + 2λUt = ĉ
2∇2 [U ] , (3.4)








that is locally constant, rather than the rapid variation of c in the ETE. The solution to
the ETE with appropriate initial conditions is approximated
P ≈ U(x, t)
c2(x)
, (3.6)
where U satisfies the HETE (3.4) with homogenized initial conditions.
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3.2.2 Initial Conditions Consistent with Data
To parameterize the ETE with telemetry data in an MLE approach requires a PDF
for the subsequent location at each location, si, in the data set. We obtain such a PDF
by solving the HETE (3.4) at each location, but this requires initial conditions consistent
with that data. We choose initial conditions based on a moving Gaussian, moving in the
average direction of movement of the individual during the previous time step, to capture
the direction of movement of the individual and uncertainties associated with errors in the







































Here v = |si − si−1|/(ti − ti−1) is the average velocity the individual is moving between
locations si−1 and si. The direction of movement for the individual at time ti is assumed to




2, capture the errors in the
GPS data. Additionally, σ22 contains the error in the assumption about the initial direction
of movement. For boundary conditions we specify U decays to zero. A full discussion of
the initial conditions was presented in Chapter 2.
3.2.3 Asymptotic Methods for the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
In Chapter 2, we applied a Fourier transform to the ETE and initial conditions, solved
the system in Fourier space, and used Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to numerically evaluate









Fig. 3.2: The pair of initial conditions used to solve the ETE are a Gaussian centered at si,
the current location, and the time derivative of a Gaussian centered at si and shifted in the
direction of the dashed line at speed v, the average speed the individual traveled between
si−1 and si. For simplicity, we rotate space so that the x1-axis is in the direction between
locations si−1 and si, which amounts to a rotation of space by θ from the natural north-
south-east-west coordinate system. The solution with these initial conditions is a PDF
giving the probability for future locations, to be used in an MLE procedure that maximizes
the likelihood that the next location is the observed next location si+1.
solution in an MLE procedure to estimate correlated random-walk motility coefficients from
individual telemetry data and landscape classification. However, including a numerical
scheme in an MLE procedure adds substantial computational complexity. Also, using a
numerical scheme is not a traditional approach for MLE and the lack of a closed form
solution could be a barrier to practitioners. To resolve both issues we turn to asymptotics
to approximate a solution for the HETE (3.4).
In our model the parameter associated with correlation is λ. However, the degree
to which the autocorrelation appears in telemetry data is a function of both λ and the
time between sampling. Thus, when describing the degree of correlation in the data it
is insufficient to discuss the size of λ. We begin by non-dimensionalizing the HETE and
initial conditions with x̂ = 〈x1/σx1 , x2/σx2〉, t̂ = λt, and T̂ = λσ21/σ22t. The resulting
dimensionless parameter combination in the PDE is independent of the time scale in the
data and appropriate for quantifying the degree of correlation in the data. Next, based on
the notion that correlation has an impact on the solution in the direction of movement, we
use separation of variables to look for solutions of the form
U(x, t) = u(x̂1, t̂)Y (x̂2, T̂ ). (3.10)
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We assume that uncertainty in x2 is much greater than x1 because it includes both sampling
error and movement direction error. Thus, σ2  σ1, and ε̂ = σ1/σ2  1, facilitating
separation of scales. Rewriting the dimensionless HETE (3.11) with the small parameter ε̂
we have
ut̂t̂Y + 2ε̂ut̂YT̂ + ε̂




(ux̂1x̂1Y + ε̂uYx̂2x̂2) . (3.12)
At leading order of ε̂ we have





a non-dimensional form of the HETE in one spatial dimension with a single, dimensionless
parameter combination. At first order of ε̂ we have





Transients in u will decay on short scales compared to T̂ , i.e. |ut̂|  |u|, and therefore the
first term will rapidly be negligible. Division by u leaves a non-dimensional form of the heat























for the HETE (3.13) and






for the heat equation (3.14). The solution to the heat equation, particularly with such a
Gaussian initial condition, is well known and given below.










In Fourier space the dimensionless HETE is
ût̂t̂ + 2ût̂ = −k
2γ2û, (3.20)
where γ = ĉ/(λσ1), with initial conditions
û(k, t̂ = 0) = e
−k2






A solution can be found using the characteristic polynomial, namely






















where A+ and A− are determined from the initial conditions (3.8, 3.9). The resulting



































which lacks an analytic Fourier transform inversion.
To find an analytic approximation for the solution to the HETE we begin by observing
that the dominant behavior of û comes from the real part of solutions to the dispersion
relation m(k) = −1±
√
1− γ2k2, plotted in Figure 3.3. The rate of decay in the solution is
slowest for small k (solid line in Fig 3.3) so when the sampling interval is long, specifically
much longer than 1/λ so that t̂ is large, we can approximate the solution to the HETE
with a small k approximation formalized by Sirovich (Zauderer 1983), capturing long term
behavior. We term this approximation the Sirovich solution, ûs. However, for shorter
sampling intervals some of the transients ignored in the Sirovich solution may not have
decayed. To account for these transients we observe that the second slowest rate of decay in
the solution is when |k| > 1/γ (dashed line in Fig 3.3). For all |k| > 1/γ the rate of decay
in the solution is the same, so we approximate this part of the solution assuming |k|  1/γ,
which we call the transient wave solution, ûw. The two can be blended into a uniform
asymptotic approximation suitable for sampling intervals that are near to, or shorter than,















ûw :Transient Wave Solution
Rapid Decay
Fig. 3.3: We plot the dependence of the real part of the dispersion relation on k. For long
sampling intervals (t̂ 1) the part of the solution that decays slowest is the upper branch
(solid) when |k| < 1/γ. The method of Sirovich produces an approximate solution (ûs)
to the HETE in this region. The part of the solution associated with |k| > 1/γ (dashed)
accounts for the transient wave behavior in the HETE. For shorter sampling intervals we
include these transients by with a large k approximation, ûw. The lower branch when
|k| < 1/γ is the most rapidly decaying portion of the solution and assumed to be negligible.
Sirovich Solution for Slowest Transients
Following the method of Sirovich (Zauderer 1983), we consider |k|  1/γ and approx-
imate the dispersion relation, m(k) in (3.25) by the positive root, m+, because the terms




















We approximate the coefficient term with a first order Taylor expansion around k = 0,
1 +
√



















(1 + t̂γ2) (3.28)











































Transient Wave Solution for Next Slowest Transients
The dispersion relation describes rates of decay for different parts of the solution to
the HETE. The slowest decaying part comes from the solid line when |k| < 1/γ (Fig 3.3)
and is captured by the Sirovich solution ûs (3.31). The next slowest decaying part of the
solution captures all wave numbers |k| > 1/γ, which decay like e−t̂ (Fig 3.3 dashed line).
To include these transients we approximate this part of the solution by the power series
approximation for large k.
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Expanding each of the coefficient terms in large k gives
±1 +
√




































































































The first line (3.35) is a sum of Gaussians, so inverting the Fourier transform will produce
shifted Gaussians. The second line (3.36) includes transforms of Gaussians multiplied by















g(s, t)− κ ds = 0.
(3.37)
Applying this to our solution means that inverting the second line of ûw gives the sum of
two anti-derivatives of Gaussians, or the sum of two shifted error functions, provided we
can identify the correct κ’s. Our boundary conditions require u decays to zero so uw must
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To blend the Sirovich and transient wave solutions requires one more piece of book-
keeping. The transient wave solution is intended to account for the solution when |k| > 1/γ
in Fourier space. However, the inversion of the transform is an integral across all wave
numbers, not just those in the intended regime. The sum of us and uw thus includes wave
numbers |k| < 1/γ twice, with two different decay rates. The Sirovich solution, us, has
these wave numbers with the correct decay rate. The transient wave solution includes these
wave numbers at the decay rate of e−λt. To resolve this double counting we can use us
to remove the unwanted part of uw. The uniform asymptotic approximate solution (ua) is
given by
ua(x1, t) =us(x1, t) + uw(x1, t)− e−λtus(x1, t) (3.40)
=(1− e−λt)us(x1, t) + uw(x1, t) (3.41)
3.2.4 Approximate Solutions to the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
When sampling intervals are long (i.e. the sampling interval is larger than 1/λ) it is
sufficient to use only the Sirovich solution for u in the HETE solution (3.10). Thus, the
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approximate solution to the ETE for long sampling intervals is




us(x1, t)Y (x2, t) (3.42)
where us is the Sirovich solution (3.31) and Y is given by











For shorter sampling intervals (i.e. the sampling interval is less than or equal to 1/λ)
it is necessary to include the slowly decaying transients so we use the uniform asymptotic
approximation (3.41) for u in the HETE solution (3.10). Thus, the approximate solution
to the ETE for long sampling intervals is




























































and Y is the same as above (3.43).
3.2.5 Motility Estimation with Maximum Likelihood
For individuals moving in accordance with a correlated random walk between observed
locations si and si+1 the solution to the ETE (3.3) with appropriate initial conditions gives
the probability of observing these locations. The initial conditions given in Section 3.2.2
are for the HETE and centered at the origin. However, for the MLE procedure the solution
to the ETE must be centered at each data point si = (si,1, si,2). Thus, we shift the initial
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conditions of the HETE to get appropriate initial conditions





































for the ETE. The boundary conditions specified for the ETE are the same as those for
the HETE, namely decaying to zero. Thus, the approximate probability of observing the
individual at si+1 is
Prob(si+1|si,∆ti) ∝ P (si+1 − si,∆ti)
≈ 1
c2(si+1)
u(si+1,1 − si,1,∆ti)Y (si+1,2 − si,2,∆ti),
(3.48)
where u solves one dimensional HETE. Thus, we have two estimation procedures, the long
sampling interval procedure that uses the long sampling interval solution (3.42) to approxi-
mate u and the short sampling interval solution that approximates u by the shorter sampling
interval solution (3.44). The choice of procedure depends on the length of the sampling in-
terval compared to the duration of correlation, 1/λ. Ascertaining the duration of correlation
is not a focus of this work, although it is the intent of the authors to develop a statistical
method for this purpose to be used in advanced of the fitting procedure developed herein.
As motility is defined to be proportional to expected residence time, this probability






fa(si+1|si,∆ti) = u(si+1,1 − si+1,2 − si,2,∆ti)Y (s2,∆ti). (3.50)
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Solutions to the HETE approach the diffusive limit with motility c2/(2λ), and thus residence
time in a region of area A can be expressed asymptotically as τ(xi+1) ∝ Aλc2(xi+1) . The above
combination of RSF and AvF define a mechanistically constrained PPM (MCPPM).
The function (3.48) is a PDF, after normalization, that can be used to estimate the
vector of motility coefficients, β, for cover types in a landscape given animal locations and
remotely sensed landscaped data. For n locations the likelihood function is







where αi is the normalization constant for the ith location.
The normalization must happen over a region, Ωi, large enough to capture the support
of the solution P at each location. As vector p is unknown, Ωi must be chosen large enough
to capture multiple periods in the landscape but small enough not to cross the separation
of scales necessary for homogenization (Garlick et al. 2011). Currently, the size of Ωi is
chosen heuristically to contain the longest step in the trajectory plus a single cell buffer.
For the sake of comparison with the FFT procedure developed in Chapter 2 we use the same
Ωi, discretizing the region with the resolution of landscape classification and specifying the
number of grid cells for Ωi to be the smallest power of two that still captures the longest








This integral must be evaluated numerically. While this adds computational complexity,
αi includes information from all habitat types in the region of homogenization and so may
provide inference on rarely observed habitat types and habitat types that only infrequently
register presence of individuals.
3.3 Motility Estimation Testing with Simulated Data
To test the motility estimation ability of our MLE procedure we simulated trajectories
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on two different types of simulated habitats with known motilities. The first habitat is a
randomly generated habitat with two land cover types and no spatial correlation in cover
type. The second habitat was generated with habitat classification (LANDFIRE 2008) for
the La Sal mountains. The motilities for each cover type were selected to match diffusion
parameters estimated by Garlick et al. in the region. For each trajectory we minimize the
negative log likelihood of (3.51) to estimate the motilities and compare with the known
values of the simulated landscape.
3.3.1 Simulating Landscapes
A random habitat was generated by populating land cover classifications using a uni-
form random distribution, thus avoiding any spatial correlation in cover type. A randomly
generated habitat with two cover types is shown (Fig. 3.4 (a)). Each grid cell is 10m by
10m, for computational convenience. The speeds in the two habitat types are 80 and 100
meters per hour.
To generate a realistic habitat we used land cover classification (LANDFIRE 2008)
for a region in the La Sal mountain range. The region has 38 habitat types recognized by
LANDFIRE. For computational convenience we aggregated these into 4 types, low motility
(1), moderately low motility (2), moderate motility (3), and high motility (4), based on
motility estimates from Garlick et al. (a full list of LANDFIRE classification, motility
estimates, and our aggregation is provided in Appendix B, Table B.1). Each aggregated
cover type was then assigned speeds corresponding to the highest estimated motility for all
cover types in that bin. The motility estimates from Garlick et al. are converted to speeds
for the ETE by recognizing that division of the ETE by 2λ produces the parameter c2/2λ




where D is the motility estimate. The speeds for the four habitat types are 442, 532, 629,
and 789 meters per hour respectively. A figure of the habitat is shown (Fig. 3.4 (b)).
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Fig. 3.4: (a) A simulated habitat populated with two land cover types using a uniform
random distribution and uniform frequency for the two cover types. The movement speeds
for the two habitat types are 80 and 100 meters per hour. (b) A simulated habitat with 4
cover types, aggregated from the original 38 (LANDFIRE 2008) classifications in the La Sal
mountains of southeastern Utah. For simulated data each habitat type was given a speed
converted from corresponding motility estimates from Garlick et al. The speeds are range
442, 532, 629, and 789 meters per hour.
3.3.2 Simulating Animal Movement
Simulated individuals were initially placed at the center of the simulated background.
Step length, ∆x, and step duration, ∆t, were fixed at 1 meter and .01 hours. The probability
for an individual to leave its current location, x, is given by
prob(move) = c(x)∆t/∆x, (3.54)
in accordance with the derivation of the ETE. The direction in which the individual leaves
(north, south, east, or west) is weighted by the correlation parameter λ in favor of the
direction the individual traveled in the previous step. For a given λ, the probability the
individual continues in the same direction is 1 − λ∆t, the probability it makes a quarter
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turn (e.g. from north to east) is λ∆t/2, and the probability it reverses direction is 0, in
keeping with the derivation of the ETE (Appendix A). A variety of λ values were considered
to explore the impact of stronger correlation on fitting. Individuals were initially sent east.
Sample simulated paths are shown (Fig. 3.5) for three different levels of correlation, λ = .1,
λ = 1, and λ = 10. A smaller λ corresponds to a higher degree of correlation. The
simulations with λ = 1, and λ = 10 more qualitatively match the behaviors of an actual
trajectory of a deer from the La Sal mountains (Fig. 3.10). Trajectories were sampled at
one hour intervals to match the time resolution of GPS data, giving a correlated random
walk consistent with the ETE and of similar time/space structure to available data.




































Fig. 3.5: Samples of three different simulated trajectories with 1500 sample locations and
landscape information omitted. Each trajectory has a different degree of correlation, with
a lower λ representing higher correlation. Qualitatively, this can be seen in the longer
stretches of movement in the same direction as well as the greater total distance traveled
in the left plot (λ = .1) in comparison with the frequent changes of direction and shorter
total distance traveled in the right plot (λ = 10).
3.3.3 Convergence of the Maximum Likelihood Estimation Procedure
To demonstrate convergence of our MLE procedure we simulated 100 trajectories, with
100, 500, 1000, and 5000 locations sampled over the random landscape (Fig. 3.4 (a)) and
estimated the speeds for each of the two habitat types with the long and short interval
estimation procedures. This was performed three times with λ = 10, λ = 1 , and λ = 0.1.
Histograms for the distribution of estimates for habitat type 1, for each procedure, are
shown in Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7, and Fig. 3.8 for each value of λ, respectively.
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Sampling Interval Longer than Correlation Time
For λ = 10 the sampling interval of one hour is longer to the duration of correlation
(1/λ = 0.1 hours). The FFT procedure and the long interval procedure performed very
similarly, with one key difference. The long interval procedure had a cluster of estimates
under 20, that decreased for longer trajectories. This appears to be a spurious minimum in
the likelihood surface. As the FFT procedure did not have such a cluster it is likely that
this is related to the transient terms omitted from the long interval procedure. This cluster
was omitted from the calculations of means and standard deviations discussed below. The
short interval procedure did not convincingly seem to converge to the true speed for any
length of trajectories. There is a small cluster forming near 80 meters per hour for the
longer lengths (Fig 3.6 c and d) so it is possible that with even longer trajectories it would
start to converge to the true value. But the take away here is really that this procedure is
not appropriate for this sampling interval at this level of autocorrelation.
The means for each procedure (Table 3.1) appear to be converging to 80 and 78 meters
per hour for the FFT procedure and the long interval procedure, respectively. The means for
the short interval procedure appear to be increasing, although this is amplified by omitting
values less than 20 meters per hour. Additionally, while the standard deviations (Table
3.1) for both the FFT and long interval procedures decrease like the square root of the
trajectory length as expected, the standard deviations for the short interval procedure are
not decreasing.
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Fig. 3.6: For λ = 10, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given for each estimation procedure.
The true speed for Habitat 1 was 80 meters per hour. Of the three MLE procedures the
FFT does the best, with the long interval procedure performing similarly. Although the
long interval procedure does sometimes converge to a spurious minimum, this decreases in
frequency as more data is provided. The short interval procedure performs poorly in this
regime. At longer trajectories (c and d) there appears to be a cluster forming near the true
value for the short interval procedure but the majority of estimates are smeared well below
80 meters per hour. The only trajectory length where the short interval procedure has a
clear cluster in its convergence is 500 locations (b), but this cluster is centered at the wrong
value with a mean of 33.97 meters per hour.
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Mean Standard Deviation
Fitting Procedure 100 500 1000 5000 100 500 1000 5000
FFT Procedure 76.52 80.50 80.33 80.92 10.56 3.60 2.74 1.20
Long Interval 76.96 80.06 78.36 78.73 7.98 3.45 3.03 2.73
Short Interval 53.53 33.97 53.90 63.78 22.83 4.74 24.52 24.43
Table 3.1: Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed in
Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure from Chapter 2,
the long interval estimation procedure, and the short interval estimation procedure. Both
the mean and standard deviation calculations for the long interval procedure omit when the
procedure converged to values less than 20 meters per hour, which decreased in frequency as
the length of trajectories increased. To be consistent we did the same for the short interval
procedure, but this is harder to justify as there is not a clear bimodal distribution. Both
the FFT and long interval procedures show strong convergence to the true speed, which
was 80 meters per hour.
Sampling Interval Equal to Correlation Time
When λ = 1 the sampling interval of one hour is equal to the duration of correlation
(1/λ = 1 hour). As with λ = 10, for λ = 1 the FFT procedure and the long interval
procedure performed very similarly, with the long interval procedure producing cluster of
estimates under 20, that decreased for longer trajectories. This appears to be a spurious
minimum in the likelihood surface. Neither the FFT nor the short interval procedures
showed this behavior so it is likely that this is related to the transient terms omitted from
the long interval procedure. This cluster was omitted from the calculations of means and
standard deviations discussed below.
The means for each procedure (Table 3.2) appear to be converging to 76, 74, and
something less than 70 meters per hour, respectively. All of these are below the true speed
in Habitat 1, namely 80 meters per hour, with the short interval procedure performing
worst. The standard deviations (Table 3.2) consistently decrease for the FFT and long
interval procedures, following the square root of the length of trajectories, as expected. The
standard deviations for the short interval procedure are more erratic.
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Fig. 3.7: For λ = 1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given for each estimation procedure. The
true speed for Habitat 1 was 80 meters per hour. All three procedures underestimate the
speed, but are in the ballpark.
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Mean Standard Deviation
Fitting Procedure 100 500 1000 5000 100 500 1000 5000
FFT Procedure 74.89 76.80 75.73 76.09 7.76 3.73 2.72 1.08
Long Interval 71.53 74.34 73.60 74.41 6.21 3.73 2.63 1.06
Short Interval 76.09 71.78 70.54 68.57 1.08 4.35 4.20 1.67
Table 3.2: Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed in
Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure, the long interval
estimation procedure, and the short interval estimation procedure. Both the mean and
standard deviation calculations for the long interval procedure omit when the procedure
converged to values less than 20 meters per hour. This was not common and decreased as
the length of trajectories increased. All three procedures consistently underestimated the
speed in Habitat 1, which was 80 meters per hour.
Sampling Interval Shorter than Correlation Time
For λ = 0.1, the sampling interval of one hour is much shorter than the correlation
time of 1/λ = 10 hours. The long sampling interval procedure is not appropriate for level of
correlation with this sampling interval, and this is reflected in the distribution of estimated
speeds (Fig. 3.8) of Habitat 1. The distributions for all four lengths of trajectories are all
less than 10 meters per hour, much slower than the true speed of 80 meters per hour.
In contrast, the FFT and short sampling interval procedures both perform reasonably
well, with means converging near 75 and 85 meters per hour respectively. Both had stan-
dard deviations that decreased with trajectory length as well. Once again, the means and
standard deviations (Table 3.3) for the FFT and short interval procedures were calculated
by omitting when the procedure converged to values less than 20 meters per hour. This
was not done for the long interval procedure as all values were in this range.
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Fig. 3.8: For λ = 0.1, histograms of the distribution of speeds estimated for Habitat 1 with
trajectories of length 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 are given for each estimation procedure. The
true speed for Habitat 1 was 80 meters per hour. The FFT and short sampling interval
procedures are both close, with the FFT procedure underestimating and the short sampling
interval procedure overestimating the speed. The Long sampling interval procedure, which




Fitting Procedure 100 500 1000 5000 100 500 1000 5000
FFT Procedure 78.48 77.03 76.07 74.86 12.16 8.87 6.86 6.42
Long Interval 3.94 7.10 8.10 8.89 3.88 3.58 3.33 3.68
Short Interval 87.46 86.71 86.04 85.34 9.97 3.97 3.03 1.41
Table 3.3: Means and Standard deviations of the distributions of estimates for the speed
in Habitat 1 for each of the three estimation procedures: the FFT procedure, the long
interval estimation procedure, and the short interval estimation procedure. Both the mean
and standard deviation calculations for the FFT and short interval procedures omit when
they converged to values less than 20 meters per hour. The FFT procedure consistently
underestimates the true speed for Habitat 1, which was 80 meters per hour, as it did for
λ = 1. The short interval estimation procedure overestimates the speed. The long interval
estimation procedure, which is not appropriate for this sampling interval at this level of
correlation, fails as expected.
3.3.4 Comparison of Efficiency for Each Procedure
One reason for the use of an asymptotic approximation over a numerical scheme in
an MLE procedure is computational efficiency. The previously developed FFT procedure
derived in Chapter 2 uses Fast Fourier Transform to solve the ETE numerically, which must
be done at each iteration in the MLE procedure. Both of the asymptotic approximations
derived in Section 3.2.4 are closed form solutions to the ETE and thus can be solved in a
single evaluation step. Using three trajectories of 5000 steps, sampled at one hour intervals,
across the random landscape (Figure 3.4 (a)), one for each of λ = 10, λ = 1, and λ = 0.1, we
estimated the motilities with all three procedures. For λ = 10, the long sampling interval
procedure had a run time of 1.14 hours (Table 3.4), outperforming both the short sampling
interval procedure (5.17 hours) and the FFT procedure (6.62 hours), as expected given
that the sampling interval is longer than the correlation time. Similarly, when λ = 1 the
long sampling interval procedure outperformed both the short sampling interval procedure
and the FFT procedure (Table 3.4), converging in 2.52 hours compared to 7.47 hours and
5.80 hours respectively. When λ = 0.1 and the mean correlation time was much longer
than the sampling interval, both the long and short sampling interval procedures struggled
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with convergence, taking 7.76 hours and 6.88 hours compared to the 4.15 hour convergence
time of the FFT procedure. However, the run time for convergence is not a reflection of
computation time. In Table 3.5 we show the time for each procedure to generate the negative
log likelihood function that the MLE procedure then minimizes. For all levels of correlation
the FFT procedure takes between 80 and 90 seconds. The short sampling interval procedure
is twice as fast requiring between 42 and 45 seconds. The long sampling interval procedure
is the fastest, nearly four times faster than the FFT procedure, generating the negative log
likelihood function in between 24 and 27 seconds.
Run Time (hours) for Convergence
Fitting Procedure λ = 10 λ = 1 λ = 0.1
FFT 6.62 5.80 4.15
APX long 1.14 2.52 7.76
APX short 5.17 7.47 6.88
Table 3.4: A comparison of run times to convergence for the FFT procedure, the long
sampling interval procedure (APX long), and the short sampling interval procedure (APX
short) for a trajectory of length 5000 sampled at one hour intervals. All three procedures
were used to estimate speeds for both cover types from the random landscape (Figure 3.4
(a)) for three levels of correlation, (λ = 10, λ = 1, and λ = 0.1). For both λ = 10 and
λ = 1 the long sampling interval procedure converged much faster than both the short
sampling interval procedure and the FFT procedure. The long sampling interval procedure
took longer than the other two when λ = 0.1, which is expected since the approximation
is not appropriate when the sampling interval is shorter than then mean correlation time.
The short sampling interval procedure consistently took longer to converge than the FFT
procedure.
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Run Time (seconds) for Likelihood
Fitting Procedure λ = 10 λ = 1 λ = 0.1
FFT 86.25 88.05 83.81
APX long 24.73 26.10 24.73
APX short 42.40 44.25 42.03
Table 3.5: A comparison of run times to produce the likelihood function for the FFT
procedure, the long sampling interval procedure (APX long), and the short sampling interval
procedure (APX short) for a trajectory of length 5000 sampled at one hour intervals for three
levels of correlation, (λ = 10, λ = 1, and λ = 0.1). The simplicity of the approximations are
clear here, with the time to generate the likelihood function being half (the short sampling
interval procedure) and a quarter (the long sampling interval procedure) that of the FFT
procedure at all levels of correlation.
3.3.5 Fitting Simulated Data in the La Sal Mountain Landscape
Applying our MLE procedure to a more realistic landscape we simulated 100 trajecto-
ries with 1000 locations sampled over the aggregated La Sal landscape (Fig. 3.4 (b)) and
estimated the speeds for each of the four habitat types. In keeping with wildlife telemetry
data showing some, but not strong, correlation we simulated data with λ = 10, or a correla-
tion time is 1/λ = 0.1 hours, and a sampling interval of one hour. Speeds used to simulate
the data and mean estimated speeds from our MLE procedure are given (Table 3.6).
The long sampling interval procedure (Table 3.6, Long) produced generally similar
median estimates to the FFT procedure, both of which were near the true speeds, for
each habitat type. The long interval procedure outperformed the FFT procedure for the
moderately low and moderate speed habitat types, but underperformed the FFT for the
low and high speed habitat types. Both the high and low habitat type estimates were less
than the true speed, consistent with the tendency to underestimate speed.
Unexpectedly, the short interval procedure produced estimates (Table 3.6, Short) nearly
identical to those of the long interval procedure for all but the low speed habitat type (407
vs 484 meters per hour). Given that the sampling interval was longer than correlation time
for these data we anticipated the short interval procedure to perform much worse, as it
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did with the random landscape data. This could be an indication that correlation in the
landscape improves the strength of the procedure, but more research is needed to confirm
this.
Aggregated Habitat Proportion of Simulation FFT Long Short
Class Motility Type Total Area (m/hr) (m/hr) (m/hr) (m/hr)
1 low 1.3% 442 450 407 484
2 moderately low 2.6% 532 608 582 583
3 moderate 87.5% 629 650 631 631
4 high 8.7% 789 729 709 709
Table 3.6: Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 3.4 (b)) for each habitat type, pro-
portion of time the deer was observed in each type, and estimated speeds (in meters per
hour) converted from the Garlick et al. estimates and compared with median speeds esti-
mated by our FFT procedure, long sampling interval procedure (Long), and short sampling
interval procedure (Short). Median values were calculated after omitting outliers in the
distribution. The median values for all both the long and short sampling interval proce-
dures were in the ball park of the true speeds and FFT estimates for each habitat type.
However, the moderate speed type had many more data points in the range of considered
values than the other three types, as can be seen in the histograms (Figure 3.9), indicating
that the procedure was more successful with this type. Moderate speed was, by far, the
most prevalent, making up 87.5% of the landscape.
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Fig. 3.9: Distributions for estimates of the speeds in each of the four aggregated habitat
types, after controlling for outliers and instances where the procedure converged to the near
zero spurious minimum. The distributions for the moderate (c) and high (d) speeds show
much stronger peaks, which are near to the true speeds for those types, than the low (a)
and moderately low (b) distributions. Additionally, there are fewer data points for both
the low and moderately low speed types after controlling for outliers than there are for
the moderate and high speed types. Generally, all three estimation procedures had similar
distributions.
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3.4 Estimating Motilities for Mule Deer in the La Sal Mountains
Fig. 3.10: Sample trajectory of a deer from the La Sal mountains with roughly 2500 GPS
locations connected with lines plotted on the aggregated habitat type map. Although all
four habitat types are encountered by this deer, the frequencies of encounter are quite
different.
Applying the MLE procedure to telemetry data, we used GPS collar data from mule
deer (Odocoileus hemionus) that were collared by the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
(UDWR) during 2005 and 2006 in the La Sal mountains of southeastern Utah. Although
LANDFIRE identifies 38 distinct land cover types in the region, we aggregated these into 4
habitat classifications based on motility estimates from Garlick et al. (discussed in Appendix
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B). We applied our fitting procedure to a sample of 2245 sample locations for an adult,
female deer taken between late October and early December. The data set has a range of
sampling intervals, between 30 minutes and several hours, but during the selected interval
for fitting the sampling interval was consistently 30 minutes.
In addition to estimates for speeds in each habitat type, our procedures can produce
estimates for the correlation parameter λ. However, the estimates from all procedures were
near λ = 4500, translating to a mean correlation time of less than a second. Practically, this
means the dear changes direction every second, which seems unlikely. Further, given the 30
minute sampling interval for the telemetry data, it is unlikely that our method has leverage
on a correlation time that short. Thus, we recommend the use of alternative statistical
methods to estimate λ from the data before applying our fitting procedure. Alternatively,
incorporating our procedure in a Bayesian framework could limit the size of λ to more
reasonable values. For the estimates in this section, we set λ = 15 which translates to a
mean correlation time of about 4 minutes.
The long sampling interval procedure estimated the speeds for the low, moderately low,
moderate, and high speed types to be 4530, 6895, 209, and 7353 meters per hour (Table
3.7, Long). All of these speeds are physically possible for mule deer, which can sprint up to
72 kilometers per hour. The relative ordering of estimates for the long interval procedure
agrees with the estimates of the FFT procedure with the exception of the high speed type.
The closest quantitative agreement was for the moderate speed habitat type, which was
both the most prevalent in the landscape (87.5% of the landscape) and the most frequented
by the animal (99.0% of observations). As shown in Appendix B (Table B.1, this habitat
type includes landscape classification such as all the riparian classifications, many of the
shrubland types, and many woodland types including pinyon-juniper and ponderosa pine.
As these encompass many food sources for mule deer, the slow speed estimate may be
consistent with foraging behavior.
The short sampling interval procedure estimated the speeds for the low, moderately
low, moderate, and high speed types to be 11239, 445, 341, and 6359 meters per hour
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(Table 3.7, Short). All of these speeds are physically possible for mule deer, though they
do not match the relative estimates of the FFT procedure. We expect the short sampling
interval procedure to struggle as the sampling interval (30 minutes) is longer than the mean
correlation time (4 minutes). However, it produces a closer estimate to the FFT procedure
than the long interval procedure for the most prevalent habitat type. Outside of this
the estimates are quite different, perhaps indicating convergence to a spurious minimum,
supporting that this approximation may not be appropriate for the data.
Aggregated Habitat Proportion of Proportion of FFT Long Short
Motility Type Total Area Observations (m/hr) (m/hr) (m/hr)
1 low 1.3% 0 8191 4530 11239
2 moderately low 2.6% 1.0% 9520 6895 445
3 moderate 87.5% 99.0% 369 209 341
4 high 8.7% 0 58 7353 6359
Table 3.7: Proportion of the total area (shown in Fig. 3.4 (b)) for each habitat type,
proportion of time the deer was observed in each type, and a comparison of estimated speeds
(in meters per hour) for each of the FFT procedure, long sampling interval procedure, and
short sampling interval procedure. For the FFT estimates (from Chapter 2) λ = 15 was
chosen heuristically as a compromise between the large estimate of the procedure and lower
values that produced more credible estimates. For both the long and short sampling interval
procedures we set λ = 15 as well.
3.5 Discussion
Herein, we presented two MLE procedures that use individual telemetry data and
landscape classification data to provide inference on the impact of habitat variability and
autocorrelation in individual movement on population dynamics. We demonstrated the
efficacy of both procedures with simulated telemetry data on both a simple, simulated
landscape and a realistic landscape generated with classification data (LANDFIRE 2008)
around the La Sal mountains in southeastern Utah. The long sampling interval procedure
produces estimates consistent with simulation parameters when the sampling interval is
longer than or equivalent to the correlation time 1/λ. However, when the sampling interval
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is shorter the long interval procedure becomes less reliable. The short sampling interval
procedure produces accurate estimates for time intervals at or below mean correlation time,
but is unreliable when the sampling interval is longer than correlation time.
In the regimes where the asymptotic procedures are intended to be used both produce
results comparable to the FFT procedure derived in Chapter 2. Additionally, both proce-
dures are more computationally efficient than the FFT procedure so, as long as the degree
of correlation can be estimated a priori, the appropriate asymptotic procedure provides
faster results with little loss in accuracy in the estimates. There are statistical methods
that could be used to estimate λ in advance and it is a goal of the authors to fully develop
and implement such a method in the future.
Applying our fitting procedures to GPS data from mule deer in the La Sal mountains
in southeastern Utah with a coarse cover type aggregation produced estimated speeds that
are plausible for mule deer. These results should be treated as proof of concept, not used in
future modeling efforts. In order to have fitting convergence in a timely manner we aggre-
gated habitat types from the 38 identified in the region in the LANDFIRE database into 4
classifications. Further, this aggregation was done with regard to estimated motilities for
cover types in the region (provided by Garlick et al.) using alternate methods. Additional
research to reduce computation time, or to leverage parallel processing, is needed.
There are several additional difficulties concerning fitting GPS data that need attention.
First, the correlation parameter λ is currently estimated from the data. Knowledge of the
relationship between λ and the sampling interval is crucial for determining which of the two
approximations is appropriate. We used a heuristic choice of λ = 15 but this is only loosely
defensible. There are statistical methods that could be used to estimate λ in advance of
running our fitting procedure that would both reduce the number of fitted parameters and
add confidence in fitting results. Second, our procedure does worse at estimating motilities
for habitat types that are infrequent in the landscape and/or infrequently visited by collared
animals. However, there is some knowledge regarding habitat preference which could be
leveraged if our MLE procedure were placed in a Bayesian framework. Such a framework
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can also include inference on λ and be used to encourage the procedure away from larger σ
values.
CHAPTER 4
28 MODELS LATER: MODEL COMPETITION AND THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE
4.1 Introduction
Humans vs. Zombies (HvZ) began as a moderated game of tag at Goutcher College in
2005 (Lewis and Powell 2016) and divides players into two groups, humans and zombies.
Zombies attack humans and humans fight off zombies with Nerf guns and sock bombs,
which are balled up socks that humans throw at zombies. Zombies hit with a Nerf gun or
sock bomb are ‘stunned’ and cannot continue playing for fifteen minutes. Successful attacks
result in conversion from humans to zombies. A zombie who does not tag a human in a
specified time period starves and is eliminated from play. Since its rise in popularity the
game has become more organized, with added rules for player safety (chiefly the removal
of Nerf guns), an organizing body to ensure fairness, and other changes to keep the game
dynamic. Throughout these changes, the underlying game play of zombies tagging humans
to make more zombies and starving if they fail to tag a human remained. In this paper we
seek to offer insight into the driving mechanisms for the dynamics of humans and zombies
in HvZ.
Mechanistic ordinary differential equation (ODE) models have long been used to gain
understanding of drivers of population dynamics. ODEs have shown particular usefulness
in both disease and predator prey systems. The portrayal of zombies in popular zombie
films like 28 Days Later suggests a disease model, like the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered
(SIR) model of Kermack and McKendrick (1927), may be well suited for modeling HvZ.
Additionally, the population of players is readily split into susceptible (human) and infected
(zombie) compartments with players following a disease-like progression between the two
compartments. Compartmental ODE models have been used to model diseases like dengue
fever (Stolerman et al. 2015), cholera (Tien and Earn 2010; Tuite et al. 2011), Ebola (Diaz et
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al. 2017), Gambiense sleeping sickness (Rock et al. 2018), SARS (Meyers et al. 2005), STDs
(Eames and Keeling 2002), and H1N1 (Laguzet and Turinici 2015). However, these disease
models are essentially variants of Kermack and McKendrick’s compartmental SIR model as
the underlying mechanisms for transitioning from one compartment to another generally
depend on random, well-mixed contact between compartments. As we show below, mass
action contact models perform poorly with regard to HvZ data. Since zombies in HvZ are
actively spreading the disease by hunting for humans, we consider a variety of predator-prey
mechanisms to model emergent population dynamics.
Inspired by the seminal works of Lotka and Volterra (1925) many mechanisms have
been proposed to describe a variety of predator-prey interactions. The Lotka-Volterra model
uses a mass action predation mechanism, like the transmission mechanism in the Kermack-
McKendrick SIR model. Holling (1959) derived functional responses reflecting time lost
‘handling’ prey. Beddington (1975) and De Angelis et al. (1975) extended this work to
incorporate time lost due to predator interference. May (1978) further introduced a mech-
anism to account for spatial distribution of populations without the complexity of partial
differential equations. Kennedy and Dwyer (2018), building on Dwyer et al. (2000), add a
more complex mechanism to the SIR framework by considering variability in susceptibility
as a driving mechanism for baculovirus in gypsy moth.
With a wealth of mechanisms to examine, the question becomes which, if any, of these
mechanisms pertain to HvZ? Model competition, outlined by Hilborn and Mangel (1997), is
a method for selecting the best model for a system, given data. Information theoretic criteria
assesses model performance against data, allowing comparison of multiple models. Kay et
al. (2015) use model competition to assess driving mechanisms for observed predator-prey
cycles between black-tailed jackrabbits (Lepus californicus) and coyote (Canis latrans) in
Curlew Valley, Utah. Tien and Earn (2010) identified relevant transmission pathways for
Cholera using model competition.
We use model competition, with mechanisms drawn from disease and predator-prey lit-
erature, to ascertain driving mechanisms for HvZ. For a round of the game played at Utah
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State University in the fall of 2011, we develop a variety of models with both predator-prey
and disease mechanisms. Using model competition, with Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) as our measure for goodness of fit, we determine which models, and therefore mech-
anisms, are best supported by the data. With bootstrapping we produce distributions for
both BIC values and parameter estimates to gain confidence in our results. Finally, we test
predictions of the best models with data from a second round of HvZ played at Utah State
University in fall 2012.
4.2 Data and Methods
4.2.1 Humans vs. Zombies, Rules and Data
In early renditions of HvZ at Utah State University (USU) players would sign up in
advance and be assigned roles as humans or zombies. Once the game started no new players
could join. A zombie needed at least one successful attack per day or it died of starvation
and left play. If a group of zombies attacked a human only one zombie earned credit for the
attack. The goal for a human was to avoid zombie attacks by hiding, fleeing, or stunning
zombies with Nerf guns or sock bombs to escape. Tagged humans became zombies, with
successful attacks logged on a website. In later renditions of the game humans were given
missions to add storyline to the game and force more encounters, while Nerf guns were
banned for player safety and to avoid confusion with real-world firearms.
We have time series data for both human and zombie populations collected over 80
consecutive hours of game play from a round of HvZ at USU in the fall of 2011 and a second
time series from fall of 2012. In 2011 there were no missions and players were allowed the
use of Nerf guns. The 2011 data, plotted in Fig. 4.1 (top), reflects several aspects of the
rules above. While the data is 80 consecutive hours of game play, these 80 hours do not
map directly to clock time. There were only fourteen hours Monday through Friday of game
time and ten hours on Saturday. Hours between 9pm and 7am were off limits for sleep and
study. Zombies could not attack in buildings or off campus. Time for zombie starvation was
24 hours in game time, not real time. Data was collected through a self-reporting system in
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which zombies logged their attacks online. The zombie population was calculated by adding
the number of successful attacks to the zombie population at the previous sampling time
and subtracting the number of zombies without a successful attack in the previous 24 hour
period. The human population was calculated by subtracting the number of attacks from
the human population at the previous sampling time. There was no mechanism for human
players to register that they left the game, which they may have done because of lack of
interest or the need to study. This may have artificially inflated the human population in
our data. Additionally, there are some gaps in the data (approximately hours 5, 60 and 70)
where the server went down and data was not recorded.
In fall 2012 ‘missions’ were introduced. Missions were organized events in the game
that gathered all players, humans and zombies, for a mini-game (e.g. capture the flag or
defending a checkpoint). This forced a substantially higher number of contacts over a short
period of time. In Figure 4.1 (bottom) the missions can be seen in the three jumps in the
data that occur near hours 10, 25, and 39. While the duration of the game was shorter
than the 2011 round, the sampling is much more frequent. Additionally, for the first several
hours of the game new players were allowed to join, causing the human population to grow
before hour 10. Finally, game organizers removed humans who did not participate in the
second mission (at t = 24.5) from both the game and the data. In Figure 4.1 (bottom)
the effect of this removal is seen in the slide of the human population between t = 28 and
t = 30 that is unmatched by growth in the zombie population over the same period. This
removal provides better data as the artificial inflation of the human population possible in
2011 is less relevant in 2012.
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Fall 2011 HvZ Data at USU
Observed Humans
Observed Zombies















Fall 2012 HvZ Data at USU
Observed Humans
Observed Zombies
Fig. 4.1: Time series data from HvZ at Utah State University with triangles for human
populations and circles for zombie populations. Top: Data from fall 2011. This round
lasted for 80 in-game hours with data recorded at intervals between 15 minutes and an hour
and a half. There are some larger gaps in the data (approximately hours 5, 60 and 70)
where the server went down and data was not recorded. Bottom: Data from fall 2012. This
round lasted for 55 in-game hours with data recorded every 15 minutes. Missions occurred
at t = 10.25, t = 24.5, 38.75. Each mission gathered all players for a mini-game, drastically
increasing the number of attacks for a short period of time, resulting in large population
decreases for the humans and large increases for the zombies. Players were allowed to join
as humans before the first mission, so between t = 0 and t = 10.25 the human population
grew.
4.2.2 Models for Humans vs. Zombies Population Dynamics
We consider a selection of non-linear transmission and mortality model components to
determine important mechanisms in the HvZ system, reflecting possible density-dependent
mechanisms. It is possible that some players may choose to quit playing for reasons external
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to the game (e.g., homework). If this happened for a zombie the loss would appear as
starvation because a zombie who quits cannot register attacks and will subsequently be
removed. However, human quitting is a hidden process as there is no in-game mechanism
that removes inactive players from the game (this was remedied midway thought the 2012
round of HvZ, when game managers began removing inactive human players from the data
set). Thus, our data may report more humans than are actually playing the game. In order
to deal with this we add a compartment for those who have quit, resulting in the tracking of
three populations: the reported human population observed in the data (Hobs), the actual
human population in-game (H), and the zombie population Z. The data should follow Hobs
and Z, but H is the population that impacts the dynamics.
A model framework reflecting these mechanisms is
Ḣobs = F (H)−A(H,Z)
Ḣ = F (H)−A(H,Z)−Q(H)
Ż = A(H,Z)− S(H,Z),
(4.1)
where F (H) is a human population growth term reflecting players joining the game late,
A(H,Z) reflects the attack mechanism, S(H,Z) accounts for the starvation mechanism,
and Q(H) models the quitting mechanism. If there is little or no quitting, Q(H) = 0 and
H = Hobs. Quitting is only a function of humans as zombies who quit will starve anyway.
We consider seven possibilities for A, two for S, and one quitting mechanism in addition
to no quitting (Q = 0). The twenty-eight models, consisting of all combinations of these
mechanisms, compete to determine which mechanisms drive HvZ dynamics.
Zombie Attack Mechanisms
Zombie attacks dictate the transition from humans to zombies. The driving assumption
for the SIR model is equal probability for any zombie and any human to have an encounter
at any given time. However, this assumption may prove inaccurate in HvZ. In the following,
we consider several other attack mechanisms with the mass action attack rate of the SIR
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model as a tacit null hypothesis.
Random Encounters: Mass Action. Simple assumptions about attacks are that
they occur randomly, zombies are always hunting, and every zombie has the same probability
of a successful attack. These assumptions were used by Lotka and Volterra (1925) to model
predator-prey attack dynamics. Analogous assumptions about disease transmission were
used by Kermack and McKendrick (1927) to produce an identical model component for
disease spread in their SIR model. An equation reflecting this mechanism is
A(H,Z) =aHZ, (4.2)
where a is the attack rate between humans and zombies.
Zombie Time Budget Model Limiting Predation. Mass action assumes zombies
are always hunting, which may not be the case. Zombies spend some of their time hunting,
but also spend time interacting with both humans and other zombies, potentially resulting
in saturable consumption and competitive time lost. A model for saturable consumption,
initially derived by Holling (1959), assumes each attack requires time for the predation
interaction, termed handling time. In HvZ this handling time can be interpreted as recovery
time for a zombie after successfully chasing down and tagging a human, time needed to
record the successful attack, and time for socializing. Beddington (1975) and De Angelis
et al. (1975) both derived a very similar model to Holling’s for interaction time between
predators. In their derivation this interaction time is ascribed to competition between
predators. In HvZ many zombies work together attacking the same human but only one
may register the ‘kill.’ We interpret this interaction time as time lost in a group hunt not
registering in a kill. Following Beddington’s derivation (provided in Appendix C.1), a model
for saturable consumption and competitive time lost is
A(H,Z) =
aHZ
1 + athH + aβZ
, (4.3)
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where a is the encounter rate, th is handling time, and β is proportional to time lost per
zombie in group hunting.











Spatial Clustering of Susceptibles: Negative Binomial. Both mass-action and
the time budget models assume well-mixed systems, i.e. spatial homogeneity of both pop-
ulations. Observation of game play shows that humans tend to gather in groups, violating
the homogeneity assumption. May (1978) used a negative binomial to model spatial clus-
tering of a host in a host-parasitoid system. The model describes implicit spatial dynamics





where kA is a measure of the degree to which humans cluster. Large kA corresponds to less
grouping, limiting on spatial homogeneity. Small kA correspond to highly clumped groups,
i.e. few, small pockets of high density for humans. The parameter rA is related to the ratio
between search area for zombies and spatial size of human clusters.
Variability in Susceptibility: the Theta-Logistic Model. Another assumption
of mass-action is that all humans have an equal likelihood of being attacked by a zombie.
Since humans can run away from zombies, and humans have different athletic abilities, some
humans may be more likely to fall victim to zombie attack. This variability in susceptibility
to zombie attack could alter attack dynamics. Kennedy and Dwyer (2018) showed variability
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in the susceptibility of healthy individuals plays a role in disease propagation in host-
pathogen interactions. Assuming some distribution of susceptibility for humans, with V








where a is the attack rate and H0 is the initial human population. A derivation is provided
in Appendix C.2. If V = 0 then there is no variation in human susceptibility, reducing to
mass action (4.2). On the other end of complexity, using (4.7) and the time budget of 4.3,
we can incorporate the mechanisms variable susceptibility, time lost from group hunting,








1 + athH + aβZ
. (4.8)
Mechanisms for Zombie Starvation
In the HvZ game, zombies die of starvation when they fail to attack a human over
the course of a day. Thus, zombie starvation is directly a result of the duration between
successful attacks. In the SIR model infected individuals are assumed to recover (or die)
in the same average amount of time. Translated to the mechanics of HvZ, this assumes all
zombies have the same likelihood of having no attacks in 24 hours. However, if zombies have
varying abilities to successfully attack humans then starvation may not be equally likely.
We consider two starvation mechanisms, proportional death and uneven attack distribution,
with the proportional death mechanism of the SIR model as the null hypothesis.
Starvation Equally Likely for All Zombies: Proportional Starvation. If star-
vation is equally likely for all zombies at any time then the per capita rate of starvation is
constant. Thus,
S(H,Z) = mZ, (4.9)
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where m is the per capita rate of starvation. This is also the recovery (or removal) mecha-
nism of infected individuals for the SIR model.
Uneven Attack Distribution, Negative Binomial Model. If hunting ability
varies among zombies then attacks are not evenly distributed among zombies and starvation
is not equally likely. We modify May’s use of the negative binomial to model the impact of





where rS is related to the ratio between the mean number of attacks per zombie and the
maximum number of attacks per zombie and kS measures ‘clumpiness’ of attacks. A low kS
indicates some zombies get a disproportionately high number of attacks i.e. a small number
of zombies is responsible for a majority of the attacks on humans. Conversely, a large kS
means attacks are more evenly distributed.
Humans Joining or Quitting
In the fall 2011 round of HvZ no players were allowed to join after the game started.
Thus, we set F (H) = 0 for all of the 2011 models. In the fall 2012 round new players were
allowed to join until the first mission at t = 10.25, with new players added as humans. To
reflect this we use
F (H) = f. (4.11)
The growth rate for humans, f , is set to the slope of the secant line for the total population
(sum of humans and zombies) over the interval when humans were allowed to join the game,
between t = 0 and t = 10.25. After the first mission we set F (H) = 0.
To model human leaving the game we consider a proportional quitting mechanism,
Q(H) =qH, (4.12)
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where q is the rate humans quit the game. The null hypothesis, that human quitting does
not impact game dynamics, tacitly sets q = 0.
4.2.3 Parameter Estimation and Model Comparison
Maximum Likelihood Estimation for Parameters
Once we have a collection of possible models, we want to identify which models rep-
resent the data best from an information theoretic perspective. Model fit is based on
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), popularized by Fisher (1920; 1922). For a given
vector of parameters, θ, let Hobs(t,θ), H(t,θ), and Z(t,θ) be the solution to (4.1). The
relationship between this solution and the data, (Hn, Zn), can be written
Hn =Hobs(tn,θ) + ε
H
n




where εHn and ε
Z
n denote error between the model predictions at time tn and the observations.
We assume that errors are independently (in time) and normally distributed with mean zero
and variance σ2. Since the total initial population, P0, is fixed and H = P0−Z, the variance
for both H and Z are the same. Thus,
































The Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) of θ given the data is
NLL[θ|Data] = N ln(2πσ2) +
N∑
n=1
(Zn − Z(tn,θ))2 + (Hn −Hobs(tn,θ))2
2σ2
, (4.16)
which is minimized where parameters are most likely given the data (Lewis and Powell
2017).
Bayesian Information Criterion for Model Competition
Since an arbitrarily complex model can be tuned to fit complicated data, goodness of
fit alone is a poor metric for model comparison. Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC),
derived by Schwarz (1978), gives a way for determining the significance of one model over
another given a particular data set by balancing goodness of fit with model complexity.
BIC is given by
BIC = 2NLL(θ̂) + (K ln(N)), (4.17)
where θ̂ is the set of best fit parameters for a model, K is the number of parameters,
and N is the number of data points. BIC captures behavior of the NLL while penalizing
model complexity. Since a lower NLL implies a higher likelihood and a simpler model is
preferred, a lower BIC denotes a better model. Further, we can compare two models by their
relative difference of BIC. Given models A and B, with corresponding BICA and BICB, if
BICA < BICB, with ∆BIC = BICB −BICA then A is e
1
2
∆BIC times more probable than B
(Neath and Cavanaugh 2012). The standard threshold of significance is ∆BIC = 5 as this
says model A is about e
1
2
(5) > 10 times more likely than model B.
Bootstrapping and Uncertainty Quantification
Bootstrapping is a method for producing multiple sets of data by resampling available
data, with replacement, generating distributions for parameter values and BIC and quan-
tifying uncertainty in results (Dixon 2006). Since our HvZ data is time-series, we modify
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the method outlined by Dixon (2006) to preserve the ordering of samples as follows. We
randomly draw from our data with replacement to produce a data set with the same num-
ber of data points as the fall 2011 data set and track the frequency of each data point in
the resample. Models are then fit to the full data set with the error for a given data point
weighted higher the more frequently that point appears in the resample.
We bootstrap 10, 000 data sets from the fall 2011 data set and fit all models to each
bootstrapped time series. Each of the proposed mechanisms has a controlling parameter, like
th for handling time, that for some value causes the mechanism to vanish. The likelihood
that a mechanism is unimportant is proportional to the mass of the distribution for the
controlling parameter clustered at the vanishing value. From the BIC distributions we can
determine the probability that any model is better than any other. For models A and B we
find respective BIC values BICA and BICB for the original data set. The likelihood that
model B is better than model A is the proportion of the model B’s distribution of BIC that
falls below BICA.
4.3 Results
We tested 28 models consisting of every combination of attack and starvation mecha-
nism, both with and without quitting. BIC values for each model are presented in Table
4.1. The bold value in Table 4.1 is the BIC for the null hypothesis in our model competition,
namely, Kermack and McKendrick’s SIR model. The SIR model, with mechanisms of mass




This model performed poorly in the model competition, with the second highest BIC. The
difference in BIC between the SIR model and the best performing model is 423, well above
the threshold of significance in BIC difference of 5 (Table 4.1). Deviation from 2011 data
is large (Fig. 4.2), and the best fit solution fails to replicate dynamic characteristics of the
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outbreak.
All four of the best performing models share the same starvation mechanism and quit-
ting mechanism but differ in attack mechanism. We refer to each model by its attack mech-
anism. The best performing model by BIC, with a BIC of −586 (Table 4.1), has spatial
clustering of humans (4.6) in the attack mechanism, uneven attack distribution (4.10) for
















The best fit of model SC is plotted in Figure 4.2, for comparison with SIR and 2011 data.
The second, third, and fourth best models are nested. The second best model by BIC,
with a BIC of −577, has group hunting (4.5) for the attack mechanism, uneven attack
distribution (4.10) as the starvation mechanism, and quitting (4.12) and is given in (4.20),
where we set th = 0 and V = 0. We plot the group hunting model (GH) in Figure 4.2. The
third best model, with a BIC of 573, has attack mechanisms of group hunting and handling
time (4.3), uneven attack distribution (4.10) for starvation], and quitting (4.12). The group
hunting and handling time model (GHHT) is given in (4.20) where we set V = 0. The
difference between BICs of GH and GHHT is 4 (Table 4.1), indicating that there is not a
substantial difference in modeling power between GH and GHHT. The fourth best model,
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This model has attack mechanisms of group hunting, handling time, and variation in suscep-
tibility, and starvation and quitting mechanisms identical to those of SC, GH, and GHHT.
The difference in BIC between the group hunting, handling time, variation in susceptibility
model (GHHTVS) and GHHT is 5 (Table 4.1), just at the level of significance. The only
difference between models GHHT and GHHTVS is the addition of variation in susceptibil-
ity as an attack mechanism, indicating that there may not be a substantial difference in
descriptive power between any of GH, GHHT, and GHHTVS.
The distribution of parameters from bootstrapping offers additional evidence that
model fit is not improved by the addition of either the handling time or variation in sus-
ceptibility mechanisms. From the distribution of th in GHHT (Fig. 4.3) we get a 90%
confidence interval for handling time of (1.3, 2.8) seconds. While this is realistic for HvZ,
the loss of a few seconds from hunting time will not have a significant impact on zombie
hunting time, which is at the scale of hours. The square of the coefficient of variation, V , for
the variable susceptibility mechanism in GHHTVS fits to 1.48× 10−5. The distribution of
bootstrapped values for V in GHHTVS is displayed in Figure 4.4. After removing outliers
we find a 90% confidence interval of (1.1 × 10−5, 7.8 × 10−5). Such a small coefficient of
variation indicates that the level of variation in susceptibility is negligible.
All four of SC (4.19), GH, GHHT, and GHHTVS (4.20) share the same starvation
mechanism of uneven attack distribution among zombies and the quitting mechanism. The
starvation mechanism common to all four of the best performing models is uneven attack
distribution (4.10). The measure of how clustered attacks are, kS , is fit between 2.31 and
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A(H,Z) Q = 0 Q = qH Q = 0 Q = qH
aHZ −163 −414 −163 −395
aHZ
1+athH
−159 −410 −146 −409
aHZ
1+atzZ
−377 −464 −529 -577
aHZ
1+athH+atzZ




















)ka −392 −470 −525 -586
Table 4.1: BIC values for fittings of all combinations of mechanisms. The bold value in the
upper left, BIC of −163, is the BIC for Kermack and McKendrick’s SIR model. This is the
second highest BIC of all the models tried, evidence that the SIR model does a poor job of
explaining the data. The four boxed values (in the rightmost column) are the four lowest
BIC values, corresponding to the best models by BIC competition.
2.63 for all of the best four models indicating that there are zombies with a disproportion-
ately high number of attacks. All four of our best models also have a common range of
values for quitting rate, q, with between .007 and .008 of the human population quitting
per hour. We do not consider any of the other models as the difference in BIC between
any other model and model GHHTVS is at least seven, which is well over the threshold
we consider for BIC competition. Full fitted parameterizations and BICs for SIR, NB, GH,
GHHT, and GHHTVS models are provided in Table 4.2.
Fig. 4.5 shows the distributions for the BIC of the SIR, GH, and SC models fitted to
10,000 bootstrapped data sets. The BICs for each of these models, given in Table 4.1, are
−163, −577, and −586 respectively. Discounting outliers that are the result of convergence
in the MLE fitting to unreasonable parameter regimes, the means for the BIC distributions
of models SIR, GH, and SC were −165, −564, and −572 respectively. This further supports
that both the SC and GH models drastically outperform the SIR model, with the SC model
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Model
SIR SC GH GHHT GHHTVS







a(×10−3) 0.181 10.8 0.746 0.746 0.746
th − − − 2.17 1.73
β − − 34.7 34.7 34.7
V (×10−5) − − − − 1.48
rA − 2.41 − − −
kA − 0.684 − − 0
m 0.0421 0.107 0.143 0.143 0.143
rS(×10−2) − 1.19 1.26 1.26 1.26
kS − 2.31 2.63 2.62 2.62
q(×10−3) − 8.80 7.30 7.30 7.30
Table 4.2: BIC and fitted parameter values for the SIR model, the model with uneven
attack distribution (SC), the model with group hunting (GH), model with group hunting
and handling time (GHHT), and the model with group hunting, handling time, and variable
susceptibility (GHHTVS). In both of the models with a handling time mechanism, GHHT
and GHHTVS, th < 3 seconds. The square of the coefficient of variation, V , in GHHTVS fits
to 1.48× 10−5. This is small enough to be negligible. Given the nearly identical parameter
values for common parameters between GH, GHHT, and GHHTVS it seems likely that the
difference in BIC is primarily due to the extra parameters in models GHHT and GHHTVS
which do not contribute to the overall dynamics.
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Fig. 4.2: Plotted are time series data from a fall 2011 round of HvZ at USU with the
best fits of the SIR model (4.18) and the two best performing models: the group hunting
model, GH, and SC, the susceptible clustering model (4.19). Top: Human population data
(triangles) and model predictions. The SIR model (blue) does very poorly only matching
the data at the start (t = 0) and the center (t = 30 to t = 40). SC (red) and GH (black)
do significantly better at matching the data with SC performing slightly better. Bottom:
Zombie population data (circles) and model predictions. The SIR model (blue) recovers
some of the data at the end (t = 57 to t = 80) but does a poor job of capturing the
dynamics overall. The SC (red) and GH (black) models match the data well with SC again
slightly outperforming GH.
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Fig. 4.3: Shown is the distribution for handling time, th, fitted to 10,000 bootstrapped data
sets for the model with group hunting and handling time as attack mechanisms (GHHT).
Dashed lines indicate the bounds on the 90% credible interval, (1.3, 2.8) seconds. The solid
black line indicates the fitted value of th = 2.17 seconds for the fall 2011 data set. At the
time resolution of the data (in hours) a loss of a couple seconds per zombie attack will not
generate a significant impact on zombie hunting time.
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Fig. 4.4: Shown is the distribution for V , the square of the coefficient of variation for
susceptibility fitted to 10,000 bootstrapped data sets for the model with group hunting,
handling time, and variation in susceptibility as attack mechanisms (GHHTVS). Dashed
lines indicate the bounds on the 90% credible interval, (1.1 × 10−5, 7.8 × 10−5). The solid
black line indicates the fitted value of V = 1.48× 10−5 for the fall 2011 data. Such a small
coefficient of variation indicates that the level of variation in susceptibility is negligible.
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Fig. 4.5: Shown are the distributions for the BIC of the SIR model (4.18), the model
with group hunting (GH), and the SC model with uneven attack distribution (4.19). The
BICs for the fall 2011 data set of each model are −163, −577, and −586 respectively. No
bootstrapped BIC for the SIR model is less either of the BICs for SC or GH indicating
that the SIR model cannot outperform either model for the 2011 data with a p-value of
p < 10−4. The distributions for models GH and SC overlap and are shown again in the
inset histogram to provide better resolution. The dashed black lines in the inset indicate
the BIC for each model from the fall 2011 data set. No bootstrapped BIC for GH is less
−586, the BIC for SC, indicating that GH cannot outperform SC for the 2011 data with a
p-value of p < 10−4.
slightly outperforming the GH model. The proportion of the BIC distribution for the SIR
model that is below the BIC of either the GH or SC models is 0, meaning the SIR model
cannot outperform either model for the 2011 data with a p-value of p < 10−4. Additionally,
the proportion of the distribution for the GH model that is less than the BIC for the SC
model is also 0, indicating that GH cannot outperform SC on the 2011 data with a p-value
of p < 10−4.
4.4 Model Predictive Power
With the results from fall 2011 we can make predictions about future rounds of the
game. In order to compare our predictions with an independent data set from fall 2012 we
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Models
SC GH GHHT GHHTVS
BIC −1486 −1250 −1445 −1291
q(×10−3) 2.60 8.10 0.189 7.90
Table 4.3: BIC and refitted quitting parameter for the four best models from 2011. Only
the quitting parameter q was fit to fall 2012 data for the four best models. All unfit
parameters were fixed as the best fit parameters from the fall 2011 data. For all but model
GH the quitting parameter was fit to a lower value in 2012 than in 2011. BIC indicates that
model with susceptible clustering (SC) does the best at predicting 2012 data. The group
hunting and handling time model (GHHT) and group hunting, handling time, and variable
susceptibility model (GHHTVS) are second and third best with the group hunting model
(GH) rounding out our strongest four.
must take into account changes in rules between 2011 and 2012. In 2012, new players were
allowed to join until the first mission (t = 10.25). All late joining players were assigned
the role of human. For this time interval we add a human population growth term, as
outlined in Section 4.2.2. Second, missions were added to HvZ at USU in 2012. There were
three missions, at t = 10.25, t = 24.5, and 38.75 hours. Since these events are a drastic
change in game dynamics we do not include the intervals in our fitting. Rather, we use
our models to predict population for each of the four intervals between missions. To get
the initial population for humans (zombies) at the start of each interval we take the size
in the jump in human population from before to after the mission and subtract (add) it
from the final predicted human (zombie) population before the mission that started the
new interval. Finally, the removal of humans who had stopped playing dampens the impact
of quitting since the mechanism was only added to account for humans who had quit were
still in the data. Thus, we first fit a new quitting term to the fall 2012 data for each of
our best models from 2011 before using these models to make predictions. The newly fitted
quitting parameters are given in Table 4.3.
The model with the strongest predictive power against the 2012 data is SC (4.19),
with spatial clustering of humans (4.6) in the attack mechanism, uneven attack distribution
(4.10) for starvation, and quitting (4.12). The quitting rate is greatly reduced (by a factor
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4) between fall of 2011 and fall of 2012 for this model. Both model predictions match the
human population data before the first mission and after around t = 30 but struggle in
the interval from t = 10.25 to t = 30 (see Fig. 4.6). This may be the result of insufficient
mechanisms to account for humans leaving the game. In the first interval the combination
of humans joining and humans quitting causes some problems with identifiability. After
around t = 27 game organizers started removing inactive players, reducing the impact of
humans quitting but remaining in the data set. These two factors likely reduced the quitting
term in the fitting, which may be closer to the 2011 value for the interval between t = 10.25
to t = 30. A better understanding of the impact quitting on the dynamics of HvZ is a
subject for another analysis.
After SC, in order of strongest predictive power were GHHT, GHHTVS, and finally,
GH. This seems to indicate that a handling time of a few seconds had a noticeable impact
on model performance in 2012. This is likely due to the increased frequency in data col-
lection from 2011 to 2012. With data collected on the order of minutes instead of hours a
handling time of a few seconds may be reflected in the data. However, the difference in BIC
between GHHT and GHHTVS indicates that variation in susceptibility is still not creating
a significant impact on dynamics.
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
A suite of models with a variety of contact and starvation mechanisms competed to de-
scribe the dynamics of time series data from Humans vs. Zombies. The de facto null model,
Kermack and McKendrick’s SIR, was among the most poorly performing models, support-
ing the hypothesis that more complex nonlinear dynamics drive HvZ. The best model by
competition included mechanisms for spatial clustering of humans, heterogeneity in the dis-
tribution of attacks per zombie, and human quitting (model SC, equations 4.19). The next
three best models (models GH, GHHT, and GHHTVS, equations 4.20) had attack mech-
anisms of group hunting, group hunting and handling time, and group hunting, handling
time and variation in susceptibility. All three shared starvation and quitting mechanisms
with the best model. The mechanisms for handling time and variation in susceptibility did
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Fig. 4.6: Plotted are time series data from a fall 2012 round of HvZ at USU with model
predictions from the best performing models in 2011 parameterized with fall 2011 data.
Top: Human population data (triangles) and model predictions. The best model has attack
mechanisms of group hunting, handling time, and variable susceptibility (GHHTVS) is in
blue. This model does really well before t = 24.5 when the second mission occurred. After
the second mission game organizers started removing inactive human players from the data.
Since we did not add a mechanism for this in any model we expect models to do poorly
after this. The model with uneven attack distribution (NB) in red and the model with
group hunting (GHHT) in black have poorer predictions. Bottom: Zombie population
data (circles) and model predictions. Of the three models considered GHHTVS (blue) has
predictions that best align with the data. NB (red) and GH (black) predict a zombie
population that is not in line with the fall 2012 data.
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not significantly improve performance for these models in comparison with the fall 2011
data. Of the 28 models we considered, those with a handling time mechanism consistently
performed worse than those without for the 2011 data. However, in 2012 models with
handling time generally did better than corresponding models without handling time (e.g.
GHHT performed better than GH). This may be due to the improved time resolution for
HvZ data in 2012. All four of the best models from 2011 struggled with predicting outcomes
in 2012. We hypothesize that the removal of inactive human players from the data by game
organizers after the second mission is likely a cause of this. Further analysis is required to
better understand the full impacts of quitting and handling time.
The mechanisms of the best models are observable in behavior of HvZ players. Humans
commonly traveled in groups for better protection, aligning with the spatial clustering
mechanism of the strongest model. Group hunting occurred in multiple ways. First, when
a zombie encountered a human and started chasing, other zombies in the area often noticed
and joined the chase. Additionally, zombies sometimes would organize traps with a few
chasing humans into a larger, hidden group of zombies. When groups of zombies chased
a human the variability in speed between players gave faster zombies an advantage in
tagging human players. This advantage resulted in some zombies recording significantly
more attacks than others, matching the starvation mechanism common to all four of our
best models. The lack of handling time can also be seen. Recording an attack only took
a few seconds and zombie players were generally eager to continue hunting and chasing
humans.
In comparison to the severity of real diseases, application of model competition tech-
niques to a game may seem trivial. While the popularity of zombies has been leveraged
to provide nice educational examples with which to introduce students to epidemiological
modeling (Lewis and Powell 2016; Munz et al. 2005), this paper is not advancing modeling
or understanding of detailed disease transmission. A large body of modern mathematical
biology research has focused on important specifics of in-host immune responses, the in-
fluences of environmental heterogeneity, and varied effects of population structure (in age,
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susceptibility, infectivity, duration, lethality, etc.) on disease dynamics (Dwyer et al. 2000;
Garlick et al. 2014; Kennedy and Dwyer 2018; Volz et al. 2011). Since HvZ is a game and
all of these details are specified by clear rules, there is little to be learned from this paper
in that regard.
Heterogeneity of connectivity, particularly of spatially dispersed populations, is another
source of population structuring that impacts disease progress. To model spatial contact
processes explicitly researchers have used complex ODEs in patches (Diaz et al. 2017; Ker-
mack and McKendrick 1927; Laguzet and Turinici 2015; Meyers et al. 2005; Miller 2009;
Rock et al. 2018; Stolerman et al. 2015; Tien and Earn 2010; Tuite et al. 2011), partial
differential equations (Garlick et al. 2011; Garlick et al. 2014; Hefley et al. 2017; Hooten
et al. 2013; Hosseini et al. 2006; O’Regan et al. 2015; Pech and McIlroy 1990; Powell and
Bentz 2014; Turchin 1998), integrodifference equations (Kot and Schaffer 1986; Liu and Kot
2019; Medlock and Kot 2003; Mollison 1972; Wang et al. 2002), and stochastic individual
based models (Chen et al. 2018; Federico et al. 2013; Gross and Miller 2001; Robins et al.
2015). Additionally, social networks and graph-theoretic measures have been used to char-
acterize disease propagation indirectly (Brauer et al. 2008; Colizza et al. 2006; Luke and
Harris 2007; Maheswaran et al. 2009). To place our research in context, almost all of these
approaches deal with transmission as a mass-action effect on a sufficiently local scale.
The blurring of boundaries between predator-prey and infected-susceptible dynamics
in HvZ provides a natural avenue to tackle some of the modeling issues surrounding spatial
contact processes with models of intermediate complexity. While it is difficult to deduce
from first principles how the various spatial contact processes in play would result in a
descriptive model, the use of model competition allowed us to clearly distinguish among
potential contact mechanisms. Approaches like this could be of particular value in systems
where spatial scaling is predetermined and cannot be selected to match mass-action assump-
tions. For example, in the case of wildlife disease the spatial scaling is often determined by
the scale of landscape variation and choosing a scaling that allows for homogeneity in the
population between susceptible and infected individuals is not possible.
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The overall intent of this work was to develop a modeling framework for predicting
the spread and intensity of wildlife diseases and the statistical tools needed to parameterize
such models with data. This work was motivated by chronic wasting disease (CWD), a slow
developing, infectious prion disease that affects white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus),
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), elk (Cervus elaphus), and moose (Alces alces shirasi),
all members of the Cervidae family (Garlick et al. 2014). According to the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), CWD has been identified in twenty four states in the United
States and two provinces in Canada as of March 2019, which is a significant increase in
the endemic region (four states) for the disease since 2000. While overall prevalence is
still relatively low, there are endemic regions where local infection rates have exceeded
one in four animals, according to the CDC. While the infection is slow to develop, taking
potentially years for an infected animal to show symptoms, it is always fatal. Infected
animals are contagious whether or not they are symptomatic. CWD is transmitted to
healthy animals both from infected animals and from infectious agent (i.e., prions) deposited
in the environment. Further, transmission of prions from the environment remains a viable
infection pathway for a significant time after the deposition. Thus, to model spread it is
imperative to include the movement dynamics of animals, dictated by habitat preference,
as well as population interaction dynamics.
Throughout the course of this dissertation parameterization of these models plays a key
role. Parameterization is made more difficult by the naturally separate scales of available
data. There is a wealth of available telemetry (e.g. GPS collar) data for many species, with
comparatively high-density, high-resolution data. In contrast, wildlife disease data tends to
be fairly coarse (e.g. seasonal presence-absence data across wildlife management units). The
proposed PDE framework separates these dynamics into spatial mechanisms and interaction
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mechanisms which can be parameterized separately, alleviating some of these problems.
In Chapter 2 the focus is on movement. I proposed modeling wildlife movement with
the ecological telegrapher’s equation, as it incorporates habitat variability (and associated
individual habitat preference) and correlated movement. I developed a maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) procedure consistent with considered movement mechanisms to param-
eterize the ETE with telemetry data gathered from mule deer in the La Sal mountains of
southern Utah and landscape classification data from that region. This MLE procedure
uses a solution to the ETE, with appropriate initial conditions, as the probability density
function. However, as the ETE does not have an analytic solution we evaluate the solu-
tion via Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The mesh resolution needs to be consistent with
landscape classification resolution (30m by 30m), but the region considered needs to be
consistent with the scale of population variation (kilometers). Through homogenization I
ensure computational feasibility. Tested on simulated data, the FFT MLE procedure proved
effective provided the degree of correlation was not higher than reasonable for wildlife.
Even after homogenization of the ETE, the method in Chapter 2 is computationally
arduous because the FFT must be computed at each location in the telemetry data set.
Additionally, incorporating a numerical scheme in an MLE procedure is a non-traditional ap-
proach to parameterization which may be difficult for practitioners to accept and interpret.
In Chapter 3 I further reduced the computational complexity by deriving two asymptoti-
cally approximate solutions to the ETE for use in place of the FFT in the MLE procedure.
These asymptotic solutions are both closed form probability density functions and therefore
more aligned with traditional approaches. Both were tested on the same simulated data as
the FFT procedure. The long sampling interval procedure produced results similar to the
FFT procedure provided the sampling interval for the data was close to, or longer than, the
duration of correlation for the individuals movement, but failed when the sampling interval
was too short. The short sampling interval procedure was as effective as the FFT procedure
provided the sampling interval for the data was close to, or shorter than, the duration of
correlation but failed when the sampling interval was too long. Both asymptotic methods
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had significant savings in run time to the FFT in the correlation regimes where they were
effective.
Application of all three MLE procedures to telemetry data from mule deer in Southeast-
ern Utah proved more difficult. The 38 different habitat classifications made the procedure
too computationally slow for available technology. Further research to reduce computation
time, or to leverage parallel processing, is needed. To show proof of concept the 38 classifica-
tions were aggregated into four groupings. The FFT procedure produced credible estimates
for high prevalence habitat types. Estimates of the long sampling interval procedure were
similar to the FFT procedure as the sampling interval was estimated to be much longer
than correlation time.
I propose some improvements to the current methodology. First, the correlation pa-
rameter λ is currently estimated from the data. There are statistical methods that could be
used to estimate λ in advance of running our fitting procedure that would both reduce the
number of fitted parameters and add confidence in fitting results. Second, our procedure
does worse at estimating motilities for habitat types that are infrequent in the landscape
and/or infrequently visited by collared animals. However, there is some knowledge regard-
ing habitat preference which could be leveraged if our MLE procedure were placed in a
Bayesian framework. Such a framework can also include inference on λ and be used to
encourage the procedure away from larger σ values.
In Chapter 4 I used model competition to determine likely mechanisms for disease
transmission from disease data. To demonstrate, I modeled the dynamics governing Humans
vs. Zombies (HvZ), a role-playing variant of tag popular on college campuses. I showed that
a traditional SIR model with mass-action dynamics does a poor job of modeling HvZ, likely
due to the spatial heterogeneity in populations across campus. I then developed a suite of
models with a variety of transmission mechanisms, parameterized these models with data,
and use model competition, with Bayesian Information Criterion as arbiter, to determine
which models had the most support from the data. Bootstrapping was used to both assess
the significance of individual mechanisms and to determine confidence in the performance
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of these models.
In regions where CWD is endemic, presence absence data is available. However, from a
transmission perspective this data contains fairly little information. The model competition
approach developed in Chapter 4 presents an avenue for comparing a variety of complex
transmission mechanisms. After determining, and parameterizing, the relevant mechanisms
they are readily incorporated into the proposed framework.
The resulting model has mechanistic transmission dynamics determined and parameter-
ized by available disease data and mechanistic movement dynamics that can be customized
to any region of interest with local habitat classification and movement data. This method-
ology facilitates modeling in regions where CWD is newly emerging, local surveillance data
is limited, and where individual movement data may be readily available. Under the pro-
posed framework, the same model and parameterization approach can be used to forecast
how CWD is likely to spread from new foci in emerging regions by leveraging long-term
disease data from regions where CWD is endemic and tailoring the model’s specific dynam-
ics to local conditions with available (likely limited) emerging CWD data, local landscape
characteristics, deer population structure, location of known outbreaks, and local individual
deer movement. Finally, although this work is motivated by, and framed in terms of, CWD,
this is a robust modeling approach suitable for a broad spectrum of diseases with limited
disease data and available movement data.
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DERIVATION OF THE ECOLOGICAL TELEGRAPHER’S EQUATION FROM A
CORRELATED RANDOM WALK
Howard Berg offers a derivation of the diffusion equation (heat equation) from a random
walk in Random Walks in Biology (Berg 1983). Here we use a similar technique to derive
the telegraphers equation from a correlated random walk. Let a population P be given by
four subpopulations, R,S,B and Q, that move right, left, up, and down respectively. The
population at location (x, y) and time t for a given subpopulation, say R, is R(x, y, t) and
the total population is given by P (x, y, t) = R(x, y, t) + S(x, y, t) + B(x, y, t) + Q(x, y, t).
Discretize space uniformly with locations given by (xj , yk) such that the distance between
(xj , yk) and (xj+1, yk) and the distance between (xj , yk) and (xj , yk+1) are both ∆x. Time
is discretized by ∆t. The number of individuals in population R at time tn at location








R(x, y, t) dx dy (A.1)




j,k. During a time interval ∆t every individual
moves and either diverts from its present course with probability λ∆t or maintains its
course with probability 1 − λ∆t. Changing direction takes some amount of time so with
small enough ∆t changing direction precludes further movement in that time step. Without
loss of generality, to go from moving right to moving left an individual must for a time face
either up or down. Thus, an individual never completely reverses direction without first
joining one of the intermediate populations, e.g. a right moving individual can change to
moving up or down with probability λ2 ∆t but cannot switch to moving left. We can describe
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the system dynamics by














































Integrating the equations in (A.2) in space results in

















where c distinguished limit of ∆x/∆t as both go to zero and interpreted as the speed of an
individual. Rewriting (A.3) gives the matrix equation

∂t + c∂x + λ 0 −λ/2 −λ/2
0 ∂t − c∂x + λ −λ/2 −λ/2
−λ/2 −λ/2 ∂t + c∂y + λ 0
















where ∂t, ∂x, and ∂y denote partial derivatives in the t, x, and y directions. We are















We nondimensionalize (A.5) by defining X = x/`, Y = y/`, and T = λt, where ` is the














Y )− ∂2T − 2∂T
)]
R (A.6)
with only one parameter, c/(`λ), which is the ratio between the duration of correlation
time, 1/λ, and the timescale of redistribution, `/c. In the context of wildlife movement, the
timescale of population redistribution is much longer (days) than the duration of correlation















Y )− ∂2T − 2∂T
)]
R, (A.7)









y)− ∂2t − 2λ∂t
)]
R. (A.8)




y)− ∂2t − 2λ∂t
)
R = 0 (A.9)
will also satisfy (A.8). Further, R(x, y, t), S(x, y, t), B(x, y, t), and Q(x, y, t) are solutions
to (A.9) then their sum is as well. Observing that ∂2x + ∂
2
y = ∇2, the gradient operator in
two dimensions, we conclude that a partial differential equation for the total population P
can be written
Ptt + 2λPt = c
2∇2P, (A.10)
the two dimensional telegrapher’s equation.
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APPENDIX B
AGGREGATING HABITAT CLASSIFICATIONS IN THE LA SAL MOUNTAINS
For computational convenience, in light of time and resource limitations, we reduced
the number of land cover types from the 38 types recognized (LANDFIRE 2008) to 4 types.
Cover types were grouped into four classifications, low motility (1), moderately low motility
(2), moderate motility (3), and high motility (4), based on motility estimates produced by
Garlick et al. in ongoing research and provided via correspondence. Habitat classification,
the corresponding motility estimate by Garlick et al., and our reclassification based on their
motility estimates are provided (Table B.1). Additionally, we present both the original
classification (LANDFIRE 2008) and the aggregated classification (Fig. B.1). While the
number of habitat types is greatly reduced, meaning our estimates may not reflect reality
particularly well, the correlated structure of the landscape remains, thereby demonstrating
proof of concept for our MLE procedure.
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Fig. B.1: Left: Habitat classification (LANDFIRE 2008) of the La Sal mountains in southern
Utah, U.S.A. There are 38 different cover types in the region. Right: Aggregated habitat
classification into 4 types; low motility, moderately low motility, moderate motility, and
high motility. Coloration scales from low to high motility (dark is lower motility).
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Table B.1: Motility coefficients for female mule deer for each of the observed land cover types
in the La Sal study area (LANDFIRE 2008). Motility estimates in the second column, given
in hectares per hour, were provided by Garlick et al. All 38 cover types were aggregated
into 4 classifications, low motility (1), moderately low motility (2), moderate motility (3),
and high motility (4), based on if the estimated motility was less than 1, between 1 and
1.5, between 1.5 and 2, or greater than 2 (hectares per hour). This aggregation was used to
reduce computation time for our MLE procedure as it proved not to be feasible to estimate
speeds for all 38 cover types with the resources available.
LANDFIRE Motility Estimate Aggregated Cover Type
Classification Cover Type Diffusivity
11 open water 1.02 2
21 dev. open space 0.94 1
22 dev. low intensity 0.59 1
23 dev. med intensity 1.14 2
31 barren 3.12 4
81 pasture/hay 0.46 1
82 irrigated crops 0.96 1
2001 sparse veg. 1.11 2
2006 alpine sparse veg. 1.80 3
2011 aspen 1.51 3
2016 pinyon-juniper 1.90 3
2051 dry mixed conifer 1.41 2
2052 mixed conifer 3.09 4
2054 ponderosa pine woodland 1.98 3
2055 dry spruce-fir 2.33 4
2057 subalpine limber pine 1.14 2
2061 aspen/mixed conifer 1.81 3
Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
LANDFIRE Motility Estimate Aggregated Cover Type
Classification Cover Type Diffusivity
2062 mtn. mahogany 1.42 2
2064 low sagebrush 1.53 3
2066 saltbrush scrub 1.17 2
2080 big sagebrush 1.56 3
2081 salt desert scrub 2.57 4
2086 foothill scrub 1.92 3
2093 sand shrubland 0.97 1
2103 semi-desert chaparral 0.98 1
2107 Gambel oak 1.94 3
2117 ponderosa pine savanna 2.30 4
2126 sagebrush steppe 1.14 2
2135 semi-desert grassland 2.78 4
2153 greasewood flat 1.97 3
2159 riparian 1.77 3
2160 subalpine riparian 1.64 3
2180 intro. riparian 1.56 3
2181 annual grass 1.97 3
2210 shrubland-blackbrush 1.97 3
2214 shrubland-manzanita 1.96 3
2217 shrubland-Gambel oak 1.60 3
2220 shrubland-big sagebrush 1.33 2
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATIONS OF SELECT TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS
C.1 Time Budget Model for Predation
Mass action assumes zombies are always hunting but this may not be the case. Zombies
spend some amount of their time hunting, but also waste time through interactions with
both humans and other zombies. There are two mechanisms here. The first, initially derived
by Holling (1959), is handling time and assumes that each attack includes some interaction
time between the human and zombie involved. The second, derived by both Beddington
(1975) and De Angelis et al. (1975), is predator interference and assumes that when two
zombies encounter each other the interaction consumes time which detracts from hunting
time. We interpret this interaction as time that multiple zombies hunt the same human.
Following their derivations, we incorporate these two mechanisms by supposing, in a period
of time T , each zombie spends its time divided between time spent searching for prey, Ts,
wasted time interacting with humans, Th, and wasted time interacting with zombies, Tc.
The resulting time budget is then
T = Ts + Th + Tc. (C.1)
We assume zombies, on average, encounter humans at a rate a and encounter other zombies
in a hunt at a rate az. Assuming the average time spent an interaction between a human and
zombie is th we can express the total time a zombie spends interacting with, or handling,
humans as
Th = athHTs. (C.2)
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Similarly, assuming the average time a zombie wastes in a hunt with other zombies that
does not result in a kill is tc we can express the time wasted in group hunts per zombie as
Tc = aztcZTs. (C.3)
Substitution of these terms into (C.1) gives
T = Ts (1 + athH + aztcZ) (C.4)
rewritten in terms of searching time as
Ts =
T
1 + athH + aztcZ
. (C.5)
Terming N the total number of attacks in a window of time T , we write
N = aTsHZ. (C.6)




1 + athH + aztcZ
. (C.7)
Rewriting az in terms of a, the human-zombie encounter rate, and defining β = tc(az/a),






1 + athH + aβZ
. (C.8)
C.2 Variability in Susceptibility: the Theta-Logistic Model
Variability in the susceptibility of healthy individuals has been shown to play a role in
disease propagation in host-pathogen interactions. Variation in susceptibility could play a
role in many other disease systems as well (explore super spreader question). To explore
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this, we begin with the derivation given by Dwyer et al. (2000). First, we modify a standard






































Here we define mj =
Sj
S0
, so that m1 = m, the mean of the distribution of susceptibility.

















= −Imj+1 − (−Imjm) (C.14)
= −I(mj+1 −mjm). (C.15)
From (C.12) we see that the rate of change for any moment depends on the next higher
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moment, and to get around this we assume that the coefficient of variation remains constant.





In turn, this gives
dm
dt
= −I(m2 −m2) (C.17)
= −IV m2. (C.18)
Next we define Ŝ(t) to be the total population density at time t. We can then write





















where m̄ = m(0), the mean of the initial distribution of susceptibility. The resulting
















ŜI − µI. (C.23)
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APPENDIX D
DERIVATION OF THE BAYESIAN INFORMATION CRITERION
Now, L[θ|Data] is the likelihood of a specific parameter set given particular data.
Bayesian information criterion, formalized by Schwarz (1978), is a platform for model com-
parison that translates this probability of a parameter set into a probability for the model.
Lewis and Powell (2017) provide a relatively elementary demonstration that the probability
of a model M given data, P (M |Data]), can be found by looking at the likelihood over the
whole parameter space Θ. From Bayes’ Theorem we can say

























exp [−NLL(θ)]P (θ)dθ. (D.4)
Since we use the same data to fit each model, P [Data] in (D.1) is common to each model
and thus can be ignored for the purpose of model competition. This is important because
it is impossible for us to determine the probability of the data occurring.
After fitting our models to the data, we need a way to measure which model fits best
while still maintaining model simplicity, which we measure by the number of parameters.
We have the probability of the model, related to the NLL, but need a fair way to penalize
a model for complexity. We assume that NLL is at least twice continuously differentiable
in a neighborhood of θ̂ and that all parameters are independent. We can express NLL by
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its Taylor series expansion




































+ . . . (D.6)
where K is the number of parameters. Independent parameters, in this context, means that
all mixed partials are zero. Further, we can rescale parameters through non-dimensionalization
to ensure that ∂
2
∂θ2i
NLL(θ̂) = 1, giving








+ . . . (D.7)
Substitution of (D.7) into (D.4) provides
P (M |Data) ∝
∫
θ∈Θ













+ . . .
]
P (θ)dθ (D.9)
The dominant contribution to this will come from dominating exponential terms so as long


















It is true in our work (and is traditionally assumed) that N  2π which allows for the
neglecting of the constant K ln(2π). The BIC is then defined as 12BIC = −NLL(θ̂) −
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2(K ln(N)) or, as it is presented by Schwarz (Schwarz 1978)




E.1 Code for Parameterizing the Ecological Telegrapher’s Equation
% % % % A function to parameterize the ETE with telemetry data
% % % % This is the core block that reads in data, pre-processes it, and
% % % % % % calls the other functions depending on the desired fitting
% % % % % % procedure
function [] = ETEMLEv622020()
global homBoxWidth homBox cellwidth habTypes habClass Landscape
% % % Read in Landscape data
Landscape = csvread('CRWhabitat3062020.csv'); % Landscape Classification
cellwidth = 30; % width of each habitat cell (meters)
habClass = unique(Landscape); % Classification for each cover type
habTypes = length(habClass); % number of habitat types
homBoxWidth = 64; % 1/2 width of the region homogenized over (# of cells)
homBox = (-homBoxWidth:1:homBoxWidth-1);
% if telemetry is in reference to landscape map
lowleftcorner = [631816 4229736];
% % % % Read in Telemetry Data





% % % % Desired number of telemetry locations




GPSdata = [x y];
nTraj = size(GPSdata,2)/2;
parmsGuess = [1000*ones(1,habTypes) 100 100 10];
lowerbound = zeros(1,habTypes+3);
upperbound = Inf*ones(1,habTypes+3);










Generating the likelihood surface
% % Generating the likelihood surface to parameterize the ETE
% % Choose from:
% % % (a) the FFT procedure
% % % (b) the Short Interval Approximation
% % % (c) the Long Interval Approximation
function [nllDeer] = ETElikelihood(parmsGuess,GPSdata,delt,nTraj)
global homBox cellwidth habTypes habClass Landscape
nll = zeros(nTraj,1);





























dp = [-d(:,2) d(:,1)];
dpnorm = sqrt(dp(:,1).ˆ2+dp(:,2).ˆ2);
% % % % % Generate the Likelihood surface with
% % % % % (a) FFT solution
[PDF,prob] = ETEsolverFFT(nn,lambda,varx,vary,chat,delt,...
timeScaled,velocity,d,dnorm,landscapeLocation);
% % % % % (b) Short Sampling Interval Approximation
% [PDF,prob] = ETEsolverApproxShort(nn,lambda,varx,vary,chat,delt,...
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% timeScaled,velocity,d,dp,dnorm,dpnorm,landscapeLocation);
% % % % % (c) Long Sampling Interval Approximation










Generating the probability density function
% % Generating the numerical solution to the ETE via FFT
function [PDF,prob] = ETEsolverFFT(nn,lambda,varx,vary,chat,timeScaled,...
velocity, d, dnorm, landscapeLocation)






Rows = repmat(PDFbox',1,2*homBoxWidth); % Row Indicies for Landscape




















% % Generating the Long Sampling Interval Approximate Solution to the ETE
function [PDF,prob]=ETEsolverApproxLong(nn,lambda,varx,vary,chat,...
timeScaled,velocity,d,dp,dnorm,dpnorm,landscapeLocation)






Rows = repmat(PDFbox',1,2*homBoxWidth); % Row Indicies for Landscape
Cols = repmat(PDFbox,2*homBoxWidth,1); % Col Indicies for Landscape
rowVect = reshape(Rows,numel(Rows),1);
colVect = reshape(Cols,numel(Cols),1);
















% % Generating the Short Sampling Interval Approximate Solution to the ETE
function [PDF,prob]=ETEsolverApproxShort(nn,lambda,varx,vary,chat,...
timeScaled,velocity,d,dp,dnorm,dpnorm,landscapeLocation)







Rows = repmat(PDFbox',1,2*homBoxWidth); % Row Indicies for Landscape
Cols = repmat(PDFbox,2*homBoxWidth,1); % Col Indicies for Landscape
rowVect = reshape(Rows,numel(Rows),1);
colVect = reshape(Cols,numel(Cols),1);























E.2 Code for Selecting and Parameterizing a Model for Humans vs. Zombies
function [] = HvZparameterization





P0 = H(1) + Z(1);
h = H./P0;
z = Z./P0;
% % % % % bounds on parameter space
lbb = 0;
ubb = 100;






function [parameters,BIC] = HZ parameterization(t,h,z,P0,lbb,ubb)
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IC=[h(1), h(1), z(1)];




parms = fmincon(@(x) error(t,h,z,...
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